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Abstraet

The wave digital allpass filter is a computationally efficient signal processing building

block' In this thesis, we review the properties of allpass filters and consider the

applications in digital filtering. The digital filter structures under consideration are the

conventional cascade-fotm realization and the parallel connection of two allpass filters

(wave digital lattice filters).

Given the attenuation specifications, the filter parameters as well as the slope of the linear

phase response are optimized in such away that the gïoup delay is approximated flat in

the passband' The problem of allpass filter design for group delay equalization is solved

by using the nonlinear least squares method. on the other hand, the problem for group

delay approximation can be solved by using pole-zero placement and a modified Remez

algorithm, respectively.

The proposed design scheme for group delay equalization consists of two basic steps. The

first step involves obtaining a filter with the desired attenuation based on pole-zero

placement' An important feature of the proposed method,is the possibility of placing the

poles and zeros in their optimum positions. The method is also modified to design IIR

filters with approximately flat group delay in the passband. In the second step, this filter



is cascaded with an allpass compensation filter that is designed by the nonlinear least

squares method. For IIR digital filters in the fonn of a parallel connection of two allpass

subfilters, the modified Remez algorithm is applied. The rational approximation problem

is transformed into a linear problem. The proposed algorithm converges after a few

iterations, and the attenuation characteristic of the IIR digital filter is equiripple. Several

examples are included illustrating the efficiency of the proposed methods.
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Chapter I Introduction

ChapterN

Introduetion

The design of digital fìlters to satisSr a combined magnitude and phase specification is

required in many applications including communications, sonar and video signal

processing. In the past, FIR filters were used because of the ease with which an exact

linear phase could be obtained. However, the filter order required was often high and the

resulting large delay was norTnally unacceptable. In addition, linear phase over the whole

band is not usually required.

Traditionally, digital IIR filters have been synthesized by mapping a classical continuous-

time filter to its digital equivalent by means of the bilinear transformation. There exist

several low-noise and low-sensitivity structures for implementing the resulting filters

such as wave digital and lossless discrete integrator (LDÐ ladder filters as well as the

parallel connection of two allpass filters (wave digital lattice filters) [1-3], [7-8], [28-30],

137-431. However, these filters suffer form several drawbacks. IIR filters meet the given

magnitude criteria with much lower order than FIR filters, but usually at the expense of a

highly nonlinear phase response. In order to avoid this problem, many algorithms have

been proposed for the simultaneous design of the magnitude and phase responses of IIR

filters. The structures of the digital filter are very important for the efficiency of the

filtering process. It is essential that filters can be realized using structures with low

coeffi cient sensitivity.

One of the most efficient building blocks for implementing IIR filters are first- and

second-order allpass filters 12-81, ll2l, [50-51]. Digital allpass filters possess unit
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magnitude response and prescribed phase characteristics. Traditionally, allpass filters

have been used as phase equalizers. Also conventional recursive digital filters can be

tealized as a parallel connection of two allpass filters. One of the best structures for

implementing recursive digital filters is the wave digital lattice filter, which is related to

certain analog prototype networks. The wave digital lattice filter consists of a parallel

connection of two allpass subfilters. These allpass subfilters can be realized by using

first- and second-order sections as basic building blocks. Allpass filters are also the basic

building blocks of recursive half-band and ly''r' band filters, which have been found to be

very efficient in sample-rate conversion applications.

One of the most difficult problems in digital filter synthesis is the simultaneous

attenuation and phase approximation. For solving this problem, a systematic technique

has been generated for designing a filter in such a manner that the maximum phase

deviation from a linear phase has been minimized for the given attenuation specifications.

The most straightforward approach to arrive at an IIR filter having simultaneously a

selective attenuation and an approximately linear phase response in the passband is to

create the filter in two steps. First, a filter with the desired attenuation is designed. Then,

the phase response of this filter is made approximately linear in the passband by

cascading it with an allpass phase or group delay equalizer lT4-27l.In IIR digital filters

in the form of a parallel connection of two allpass subfilters, the modified Remez

algorithm is developed based on the use of the phase responses.

The approximation technique calculates stable filters from a given set of constraints on

the attenuation and phase characteristics. Most of them need the numerical value of the
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group delay, or an analytic expression of the phase. There are three approaches for the

linear phase approximation problem in this thesis.

1. Flat approximation using pole-zero placement.

2. L, approximation using a nonlinear least square method.

3. I* approximation using a modified Remez algorithm.

For the first approach, we have limited control over the approximation quality in the

interval of interest. The pole-zero placement is based on the characteristic function [9-

1Il. Zeros are placed on the unit circle in the passband and poles are placed on the unit

circle in the stopband. For flat group delay, we choose and move a quad of zeros not on

the unit circle. There, an iterative procedure is required.

In the L, approach, generally, the approximation of group delay is a nonlinear problem.

It is difficult to solve. Most approaches presented use (weighted) least squares to match

an overall constant group delay. The constant group delay must be chosen carefully, since

an inappropriate value easily results in an unstable filter 114-221. In this thesis, we

contribute a new approach to target allpass group delay based on nonlinear least squares.

The new approach consists of two steps. First, the Gauss-Newton method is employed to

obtain the group delay of the allpass filter. Second, the group delay error for the allpass

filter is a quadratic function of the scale factor and the target group delay. There is one

minimum value, which can be found by using the bisection method.

It also can be shown that for the Z- problem, the solution is uniquely charactenzedby

the altemation theorem. As is well known, for an IIR filter with approximately linear

phase, if one of the allpasses consists of pure delay elements, then the other one can be

designed to obtain the desired selectivity. Several methods for the design of such systems
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have been published [28-33], 137-401. This thesis deals with the problem again in a more

general way. 'We 
consider the case that the IIR filter consists of a parallel connection of

two general wave digital allpass filters. It uses a modified Remez-type algorithm and

deals with the phase of a general allpass filter. The solution of the phase approximation

problem is convergent for the given examples.

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the properties of allpass filters and the wave digital allpass filter

structures under consideration in this thesis. It is shown how various basic analog circuit

relationships and properties possess direct counterparts in digital filtering. A lattice

network that operates between equal resistive terminations can be expressed as the

difference of two fractions, each having the form of the reflectance of one of the lattice

arm impedances with respect to the common termination. When the lattice is lossless.

these reflectances reduce to allpass functions.

Chapter 3 describes how an IIR digital filter can be realized as a sum of allpass filters.

Then, the wave digital lattice filter is considered in the direct parallel connection.

Chapter 4 illustrates approximately linear phase design using pole-zero placement for the

characteristic function. In filter design (e.g. IIR digital filters), however, we need to find

the optimum pole and zeros positions. We first present a zero-pole placement algorithm

for digital filters with specifications in both the passband and stopband. Then, we apply

this algorithm with one quad of zeros not on the unit circle in the passband to obtain a

lowpass filter with approximately linear phase.

Chapter 5 shows an allpass equalization approximation approach using a \Mave digital

lattice filter that is cascaded with an allpass as the realization structure. We introduce a
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new nonlinear least square algorithm to design the group delay of the allpass and

optimize the parameters of the allpass.

Chapter 6 shows the approximately linear phase using the sum of two wave digital allpass

filters. In this chapter, a modified Remez -type algorithm is developed based on the use

ofthe phase responses.

Chapter 7 shows several illustrative design examples using the three approximation

methods, which are implemented using MATLAB.

Finally, conclusions and future directions for research are presented in Chapter 8.
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Ghapter 2

Wave Digital Allpass F¡lter and Stnuctures

The allpass filter is a versatile building block which is quite useful in many signal

processing applications14,Tl. Conventional digital IIR filters canbe realized as aparallel

connection of two allpass filters. Well-known classes of such filters are the wave digital

lattice filters, which are realized as a cascade of first- and second-order allpass sections.

In this chapter, we review the properties and structures of allpass filters. Of particular

interest are the wave digital allpass structures.

2.tr Allpass Filters

An¡y''r'-order allpass filter is given by

A(z) = "-'f ("t) (2-L)
f(r))

where f (") =Zoo"-o and uo = l. Note that if z = rei' is a pole of a real coefficient
k=0

allpass transfer function, then it has a zero at "-Lu-t'. The numerator polynomial is
r

obtained from the denominator polynomial by reversing the order of the coefficients, and

vice-versa. Equation (2-1) implies that the poles and the zeros of the real coefficient

allpass function show mirror-image symmetry in the z-plane, as shown in Fig. 2-lfor the

following third-order allpass function:

z-t -r.8856z-2 +1.32982-' -0.3185A(z) =
I - 1.88562 -t +1.32982-' - 0.31852-3

(2-2)
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i ', I L) l

-1 -0.5

Fig' 2-r pole-Zero plot of the real coeffrcient allpass function of Eq. (2_2)

To show that the magnitude of A(z) is indeed equal to one for all a, it follows from

Equation (2-1) that

r j i i -- i--::._-_-.r_;"1; ì ', ', I o zeros il-i_-:',)--.r:,- I i ll Potesii
,'--' i -,-i i i- ---l'i

/ i r-. I i l

tr,i;l
llt'.1.-"1

ln@t')l' = A(z)A(z-')1,-",," =1.

lr
ilr

1l'i
I

I

I

I

u.c t-

Ë1(gl
0-l
õ oi.c1o)l(Ui
E]

Therefore,

Hence,

(2-3)

(2-4)

(2-s)

It is easily verified that

A(eio¡ = 1 (2-6)
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(
A@i")=(-l)r=l I ¡/ even

t- I ¡/ odd
(2-7)

It is interesting to examine the behavior of the phase and group delay of allpass filters.

Fig' 2-3 shows the phase and group delay of the stable third-order allpass transfer

function of equation (2-2). From Fig.2-2,the phase is a non-positive continuous function

of ainthe range a e l},nl.

ã
o
f
Y
tñ

Integrating both sides from

for all ø (2-8)
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Zlvoll' = llu@)l' .

It is convenient to interpret the two sides of equation (2-9) as the output energy

energy of the digital filter, respectively. Thus, a causal stable allpass filter is

structure.

l¿(r)lrr þrlzl<1.

r(ø) = -fiørtu(ni')J,

(2-e)

and input

a lossless

Second, since a stable allpass function has its all poles inside the unit circle in the z-

plane, all its zeros outside, and exhibits unit magnitude along the unit circle, it can be

shown

l¿f,ll.t forlzl> | , (2-r0a)

(2-10b)

(2-l0c)

l¿(')l=t forlzl=t,

The last property of interest is with regard to the change in phase for a real stable allpass

function over the frequency range ael\,nl.Let r(ø)denote the group delay function of

the allpass ñlter A(z),i.e.

(2-rr)

Note that the unwrapped phase response of a stable allpass function A(z) is a

monotonically decreasing function of @ so that c(aù is everywhere positive in

rangeael}'xf. Therefore, an N't' -order stable allpass transfer function satisfies the

property

f," {a)dø= Ntr e_r2)

In other words, the change in the phase of an N't' -order stable allpass transfer function as

(Dgoes from 0 to nis Nnradians.
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The cascade connection of allpass filters is obviously an allpass filter. This is especially

true if only first- and second-order sections are applied. The equation (2-l) can be

expressed in factored form in terms of poles and zeros,

(2-13)

where M,' is the number of real poles, and M" is the number of complex conjugate

pairs. For causal and stable systems we require that -l < qk <l and lþrl.t .

2.2Lattlce Networks

A classical lattice two-port network is shown in Fig. 2-3 with lumped passive one-port

having impedances z, and z, thatare positive real rational functions Il-3, g].

Fig. 2-3 A lattice network with two-port terminations

In some applications, it is useful to use two input signals simultaneously. The lattice

structure can be described by the incident and reflected waves:

at =4 * K[, =V,,,, b, =V, - k[,
ãz =Vz * K[, =V,,,, b, =V, - RI.,

l0
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where -R is the port noÍnalizing resistance. The lossless network

scattering matrix, ,S:

After the elimination of

where

[: 
-l= 

J"' 
.1 

= [s,, r,,.1f 
", 

.1

Lb,J lo,) LS, Sr.,)Lo,l

voltages and currents, we obtain

6, =[s,(a', - ar) + sr(a, + ar)l_
'2

6. =LSr(a, - 
a,)+ sr(a, + ar)f

-2

is described bv the

(2-r4)

(2-rs)

(2-r6)

(2-n)s,-Zt-R' Z,+R

^ Z,-R"z-il¡p
It is a s¡immetrical as well as a reciprocal two-port, and satisfies

(2-1 8)

S,, =Sr, =(S, * S)12

S,, =Sr, =(S, - S)12

(2-le)

(2-20)

Consequently, If Z, and Z, are reactances (lossless), the corresponding reflectances, ,S,

and S, are allpass functions.

Fig' 2-3 illustrates the wave digital lattice filter described by equations (2-14)through (2-

20)' Note that the wave digital lattice filter consists of two allpass subfilters in parallel.

These allpass subfilters have low sensitivity in the passband, but very high sensitivity in
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Chapter 2 Wave Digitat Allpass Filter and Strucfures

the stopband. The noûnal transfer function of the filter. with

is

H=Sr,=(Sz-S)12

while the complementary transfer function is

H"=S,,-(Sr+S)/2

In Fig. 2-4, St and S, can be realized,by using first_

basic building blocks.

(2-22)

and second-order allpass sections as

ø, as input and b, as output

(2-2r)

Fig.2-4(a) wave-flow diagram of the lattice structure
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Chapter 2 Wave Digital Allpass Filter and Structures

Figure 2-4(b) simplified wave-flow diasram

2.3 wave Ðigital Allpass structures Involving Two-port Adaptors

In this section, we consider first- and second-order allpass filter sections with a minimum

number of multipliers and a minimum number of delays, shown as ,S, and ,s, in the

wave digital lattice filter structure of Fig. 2-4. These allpass filters are composed of unit

delays and two-port adaptors. The best structure can be chosen depending on the adaptor

coefficient value 7t

2.3.1 First-order allpass section

A first-order allpass section is shown in Fig. 2-5. The multiplier coefficient 7 is

y=R'-R'
R, +R, '

where -R, and R, areport resistances and lyl.tfor stability.

(2-23)

bl

Fig. 2-5 A first-order allpass section
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Chapter 2 Wave Digital Allpass Filter and Structures

The equations describing the two-port adaptor are

4=-T at+(l+T)az
br=(l-T)ar*Taz

Obviously from Fig. 2-5,we can obtain

Qz = z-tbz

Substituting(2-25) into (2-24b), we can obtain

(2-24a,b)

(2-2s)

(2-27)

filter structure with only one

(2-26)

Substitute (2-25) and (2-26) into (2-24a), and then we can obtain the transfer function of

a first-order allpass filter section

1-,vb,=-4a,' l-y t-'

h, __ y* z_tA,(z)=ï=frî

Fig. 2-6 shows a possible first-order wave digital allpass

multiplier and one delay.

Fig. 2-6 a first-order wave digital allpass filter structure

2.3.2 Second-order allpass section

A second-order allpass section is shown inFig.2-7.
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Chapter 2 Wave Digital Allpass Filter and Structures

Fig. 2-7 Second-order allpass sections

From Fig.2-7, we have the equations below describing two two-port adaptors:

bt = -Ttqt +(l+ yr)a,

b, = (1- T,)a, * Ttaz

bt = -Tzat +(I+ yr)ao

bo=(l-Tr)ør*Tzaq

In addition, we have

az = z-tbt

az=bz

aq = z-tbq

Substitutin g (2-31 ) into (2-28d)

bo=*o,- l- Yrr-'

Substitutin g (2-32) and (2-31 ) inro (2-2Sc)

(2-28a,b, c, d)

(2-2e)

(2-30)

(2-3r)

(2-32)
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Chapter 2 Wave Digital Allpass Filter and Struøures

b, = (r * r),.( :+\at - rz;t
\l-Yrt-' ) ' '

( fi-Êlr' I
-t-----L'

\ t- Trt ' rz 
)at 

(2-33)

-y^*z-l=ff"'
Substitutin g (2-30) into (2-33)

-l 4'
6- = =--26_

t- TrTo' (2-34)

Substitutin g (24 Ð into (2-29)

(--r ",\
Qz = z-tl *l4 (2-3s)(.1- Trr-' ) '

Substitutin g (2-3 5) into (2-2 8b)

^ _ (l -T)t-'tTJz-4,uz-æat 
Q-36)

Substituting (2-36) into (2-28a), we obtain the transfer function of a second order allpass

filter section:

A.(z) - - T' + Y'(T' -l)Ì + z-2

t+ yrÇ;¡r' - yl Q-37)

Fig. 2-8 shows a possible second-order wave digital allpass filter structure with only two

multipliers and delays.
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Fig. 2-8 a second-order wave digital allpass filter structure
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Chapter 3 Realization of Wave Digital Lattice Filters as The Sum of Wave Digital Allpass Filters

Chapter 3

Realization of wave tligltal !-attice Filters as

the Sum of Wave Digital AIIpass f¡lters

Recursive (IIR) Digital Filters canberealized as the sum of two allpass functions ts-gl.

This filter structure can be viewed as a variant of the celebrated wave digital lattice filters

[1-3] and constitutes a low-sensitivity structurally passive implementation.

Digital filters realized as the sum of two allpass functions possess a number of attractive

features such as a minimum number of multipliers is required, low sensitivity with

respect to coefficient quantization, simple signal scaling, low round-off noise and

robustness with respect to limit cycles l5-8, 28-301.

3.1 Digital Filters Made as the sum of Two Allpass Functions

Equation (2-1) can be written

(3-1)

where m(z) and n(z) are the Mirror Image (MI) and Anti-Mirror Image (AMÐ parts of

f¿), respectively, given by

m(z) =
.f (t) + z-' f (z-')

(3-2)
2

-* 
-f ("') (3-3)n(z) =

f(')-,

l8



Chapter 3 Realization of Wave Digital Lattice Filters as The Sum of wave Digital Allpass Filters

The MI and AMI polynomials m(z) and n(z)have even and odd symmetry given by

m(z) = z-N rn(z-t)

n(z) = -z-N n(z-t)

or equivalently

ffik = ffiu-k (3-6)

flk = -nN-k (3-7)

where mo and nk are the coefficients of the polynomials m(z) and n(z),respectively.

Let A,(z) and Ar(t)be two general allpass filters given by

(3-4)

(3-s)

(3-8)

(3-e)

where i/, and N, aretheorderofthepolynomiars f,(z) and, fr(z),respectively.

Consider the two digital filters H,(r) and Hr(z) defined as the sum and difference of

the two allpass functions in (3-8) and (3-9):

ffit-trt *ffi2-fl2
rr / \ A,(z)+ A"(z) mt + nt m) + n1H l Tl mtm2 - ntn2

2 (m, + n,)(m, + nr)

ffit-frt _ffi2-fl2
LI l_\ _ -_l\", ,trl I rrl trtl _f ft1

¿\ , --- 
^ (mr+n,)(mr+nr)

nrdenote the MI and AMI parts mr(z), n,(z), mr(z)

f,(z) and fr(r), respectively. The order of the two

+¡y',.

(3-10)

where rfl1 I ft1 , mrand

the two polynomials

and Hr(z) is ¡/=4

(3-l l)

and nr(z) of

filters Hr(")

t9



chapter 3 Realization of wave Digital Lattice Filters as The sum of vy'ave Digital Allpass Filters

From equation (2-4),we obtain

H, (z) H,(t-' ) + H r(z) H r(r-, ) = l

or, on the unit circle z = ei'

(3-12)

(3-14)

lr,@t')l' *lnrçnt,¡l' =t. (3-r3)

Thus,thetwofilters Ht(t) and Hr(z) aresaidtoformapowercomplimentarypair. If

one fìlter has zero response at a certain frequency the other has unity response, and if one

filter is a lowpass filter, the other is a highpass filter, etc. Since the complementary filter

pair can be implemented with the cost of a single filter, they are very efficient in a tree-

structured filter bank.

The characteristic function K,(t) related to Hr(z) is defined by

K,(z) = 
Hr(") 

- 
mtnz - m2nl

Hr(t) mtmz - ntn2

From (3-4) and (3-5), it is concluded that K,(t) is the quotient of an AMI polynomial by

an MI polynomial. This is appropriate for a lowpass filter. K, (z) can be constructed by

placing its zeros and poles in conjugate pairs on the unit circle, zeros in the passband and

poles in the stopband. The quadratic factors containing these zeros and poles all have the

MI form z' + æ + 1. In addition, there must be a factor (z-I) inthe numerator conferring

zero loss at z : I and making the numerator become AMI. The denominator will need a

factor of (z+1) to provide infinite loss at z : -I and to make the numerator and

denominator of K, (z) have the same degree.
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chapter 3 Realization of vy'ave Digital Lattice Filters as The Sum of wave Digital Allpass Filters

When the zeros, poles and multiplying constant of Kr Q) have been chosen to give an

acceptable loss via l0log,ofl *lxrlnt'¡l']dB one forms the sum of its numerator and

denominator polynomials giving

fltffiz - mrn, * ffitffiz - frtfr2 = (m, * nr)(m, _ nr) (3_15)

The zeros of this polynomial are found numerically. Those lying inside the unit circle

belong to the factor (m,-rn,), while those lying outside belong to (mr-nr). The two

allpass functions are then defined once these two sets of zeros are known.

Next we will show that it is sufficient to realize the characteristic function when

describing digital filters implemented as the sum or difference of two allpass functions. If
H,(") is the filter we are interested in, then equations (3-13) and (3-14) give the relation

between Hr(") and K, (z) onthe unit circle that is given below in terms of the filter loss

IlOlos;;,.,,' =l0log(1 *lx,q"t'¡l') (3-16)
lH'("'')l '

So far we have sfudied the properties of a filter corresponding to a given allpass

realization Now, we will consider the opposite problem to find an allpass realization

when the overall filter is given.

Suppose an N't' -order recursive digital filter is given as

(3-17)

where the coefficients p, and d, are real. The zeros of D(z) are strictly inside the unit

circle and P(z) is a MI polynomial, that is p(z) = z-r p(z-r) and pr = p¡v_t. Suppose

further that there exists an i/odd power comprementary filter

21



H.(z\ - QQ) - 
qo + q,z-t +'..+ q rz-NLL2\L/ 

De):W (3-18)

where the coefficients q, and d, are real. e@) is AMI polynomial, ek) = -r-* e?t)

Chapter 3 Realization of Wave Digital Lattice Filters as The Sum of Vy'ave Digital Allpass Filters

and qo =-Qu_t.

Now 11, (z) and Hr(r) above lead to the following relations:

P(z)P(z-t) + Qþ)e(r-') = D(z)D(z-t)

P'(t)-Q'k) = z-* D(z)D(r-')

(P(') + QQ\@(z) - QQD = '-' D(r)D(r-,)

m(z-t)-n("-')= z'(m(t)+n(z))= r, f (")

sothatthezeros zo of m+n correspondtozeros z,tof m-n.

Then write

P(z) + QQ) = (m, * n)(m, - nr) = ffitffiz - ntnz + mtn2 - ntm2

so, we can identify the corresponding MI andAMI polynomials as

P(z)=mtmz-ntn2

Q@) = mtn2 -ntmz

Add the two polynomials P(z) and e@) together and let 21,...,2,be the zeros of

P(z)+Qþ) inside the unit circle and z,*rt...¡zN be the zeros of p(z)+p(z) outside.

Identify the zeros 2y1...12, inside the unit circle with the factor mz+n2 and the zeros

zr+t>...¡zN outside the unit circle with the factor ffit-trt. This procedure uniquely

defines theMlandAMlpolynomials mt) nt, mrand nr.

From (3-4) and (3-5)

(3-1e)

(3-20)

(3-2r)

(3-22)

(3-23)

(3-24)

(3-2s)

22
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The polynomial P(z) - eþ) is given by

P(t) - QQ) = (m, - nr)(m, + n,) = m,m, - ntnz - ffittrz + ntm2

The factor (P(") + QQ\@(z) - ek)) can rhus be written as

(P(z) + QQ)@(z) - eeD = (mz + nr)(m, _ n)(mz _ nr)(m, + n,) (3_27)

Therefore, we may identify D(z) in(3-21) as

D(z)=(m,+n,)(mr+nr)

(3-26)

(3-28)

and

z-N D(z-t) = (*, - n,,)(m, - nr) (3-2e)

Thus, according to (3-24), (3-25) and (3-28) it is concluded that the filters H,(z) and

H ,(") given by (3- 17) and (3- I 8) can be realized in the allpass form given by (3- l0) and

(3-l l).

It now should be clear that the theorem given by A. N. Willson [8] can be summarized

into the following:

Theorem: The necessary and sfficient conditionfor a transferfunctionHr(z) (Hr(z))

to be realizable as the sum (or dffirence) of two allpass functions is thqt there exists a

powercomplementaryfilterHr(") (H,(z))suchthat H,(")H,("-r)+Hr(z)Hr(r-,)=l

and that the cltaracteristic function associated with the transfer function be a rational

function formed as the quotient of an AMI (MI) potynomial by a MI (AMÐ porynomial,

both of the same degree.

Certainly, not all digital filters given by (3-17) and (3-18) can be implemented as the sum

(or difference) of two allpass functions. However, as examples, the classical odd-order
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lowpass Butterworth, Chebyshev, Inverse Chebyshev, and Elliptic digital fìlters always

satisfu the theorem above and can be implemented as in (3-10) and (3-l l) [6, g].

3.2 Wave Digital Lattice Filters

A wave digital lattice frlter (WDLF) is a parallel two-branch structure where each branch

consists of wave digital allpass filters [-3]. As an example, in Fig. 3-1, an I l-order wave

digital lattice filter is shown by using the cascade synthesis of elementary sections, ,S,

and ,Sr, which leads to the corresponding block diagram for the overall filter. It is

interesting to note that digital filters of odd degree, obtained from the classical analog

(Butterworth, Chebyshev, Inverse Chebyshev and Elliptic) prototypes, have explicit

formulas given in [3].

In both lattice branches of the WDLF S, and ,S, are the reflectance of a reactance. i.e.

allpass functions. consequently, they may be written in the followine form:

and

where gr"Q) - 
"-*, 

g,("-')

c - gr"@)
"'- gJò

o - 
gz.(z)

Ð1 
- 

-

- çrk)

and gr.(z) = z-N'gz("-') ,respectively.

(3-30)

(3-3 1)
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x(n)
v(n)

Fig 3- I Block diagram of an I I -order lattice WDF using wave digital allpass f,rlters

It is well known that the transfer functions of wDLF are given by

S,, = Sr" - 'S' +S' 
= 

h(')
2 se)

S,r=Sz,=t'r t' -"f(t)
'- g(t)

wheref,g and h arethe canonic polynomialsf1-3].

From (3-30) to (3-33), we can see that

(3-32)

(3-33)

(3-34)g(z) = g,(z). lr?)
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From (3-30) to (3-34), it is clear rhar

1.
f (z) =;ls,"k)srG) + g,(z)gr.e)j

and

1.
h(z) =;I- t,"k)sr?) + g,(z)gr"e)j

Further, from (3-19)-(3-Zt) and (3-35)-(3-36), we obrain

f (") "f"(z) + h(z)h" (") = s Q) s.e)

and

gþ) g 
"(r) = -f, (z) _ h, (z)

= ("f (z) - hØ)(f e) + hþ))

where "f.(")= t-* f (r-t), h.(")=-z-* h(z-r) and g"(z)= 
"-* 

g(r-t).

Then. we have

st(z)Er,Q)= f(z)-h(r)

8,.(z) & r(z) = f (z) + h(z)

(3-3s)

or

(3-36)

(3-37)

(3-38)

(3-3e)

(3-40)

The polynomial g, can be constructed from the zeros of f - h inside the unit circle and

the polynomial gro can be constructed from the zeros of f - h outside the unit circle. It

is the same for the polynomial g, which can be constructed from the zercs of f + h

inside the unit circle and the polynomial g,o canbe constructed from the zeros of f + h

outside the unit circle. Finally, the two allpass functions are obtained.
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Chapter 4

Approximately Linear phase using pole-zero

F¡IF'tacement

chapter 3 shows the characteristic function can be constructed by placing its zeros and

poles in conjugate pairs on the unit circle, zeros in the passband and poles in the

stopband' In this chapter, we need to determine the pole and zero positions, and by an

iteration process' let the poles and zeros gradually approach their optimum positions [9-
131' we review the principles of pole placement and modifii it to design digital IIR filters

which posses approximately linear phase.

4.1 Principles

A linear time-invariant filter can be described in two different ways. For example, in the

z-domain, the transfer function for the filter can be realized as

H( z\ = !(z) =Y''-' fi{' - ø')
--\-/ D(r) >7/=qfiç-Ð (4-t)

Here, the transfer function can be represented either with the coefficients of the

polynomials (the ø,and Þ,) o, the zeros and poles of the polynomials (the q,and p,).

These representations will have different computational properties. For more accuracv.

the pole-zero representation is implemented.
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For lowpass filters, the passband and stopband attenuation with the frequency variance is

illustrated in Fig. 4-1. Also shown is a typical approximating function, characte nzedby a

series of arcs adjacent to the attenuation pole frequencies in the stopband and the

reflection zero frequencies in the passband. In Fig. 4-r, Ae and A, are the maximum

attenuation in the passband and the minimum attenuation in the stopband, respectively.

Also al. and Ø" are the passband edge frequency and the stopband edge frequency,

respectively. We see that for every arc and reflection zero, there exists a minimum

difference between the arc and the required attenuation. These minimum differences are

influenced by the finite nonzero attenuation zeros and poles. If the positions of these

zeros and poles vary, the minimum differences are changed. The task of the

approximation is, for the given specifications, to place the zeros and poles, so that all the

optimum differences are obtained, and thus find the transfer function.

Ao

0 aor @oz 
flot

Ø, 0_z cù*z a*t

Fig. 4-l rhe criticar frequencies in the passband and stopband

The original pole placement algorithm was introduced by B. R. Smith and G. C. Temes

tel.
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4.2 characteristic Function and Attenuation calculation

In general, the attenuation ø(z) is given in the z-domain by

a(ej.)= lolog,ofl *lrpt,¡l'l ,o_r,

where K(ui') is the characteristic function.

ii{,-"'^')
K(ui') = Cr#- Ø_3)

fltr- ei'*')
v=l

where z = et', Co it ateal constant, m is the number of nonzero finite loss frequencies in

the passband and n is the number of infinite loss frequencies in the stopband, and m 1 n .

aoo (ll=1,2,...,m) are the nonzero zero loss frequencies and ø-, (v =1,2,...,n) are

the nonzero infinite loss frequencies. Thus, a(ei') is the loss characteristic as a function

of a.

In wave digital lattice filter design, we recall the transfer functions given by (3-32) and

(3-33). The attenuation a(ei, ) of the WDLF is given by

e(eico¡ = -lolog,olu@t')l dB g-4)

where H(ui') = Szr .

The so-called characteristic function is defined by t3l

K(ej')=+=+ Ø-s)

Thus, we can get from @-2) and @-5)

(4-6)d(ei\=roros,,fr Wrf]
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Here we see that the poles of the characteristic function are also the transmission zeros

and the zeros of the characteristic function are the frequencies of maximum power

transfer' Therefore, in the design of frequency selective nefworks the characteristic

function poles are in the stopband and the characteristic function zeros are in the

passband' In addition, K(") is the quotient of an AMlpolynomial by an MI polynomial.

Then, h andfinpolar form are defined as follows:

h(ni' ) = K t, (ei' - r)Iiþ,,
;_l

-',,,nt'")

and

(4-7)

(4-8)f (ei') = (ei' + t)äþr' - r,,"'',, )

where K,, is the constant factor.

4.3 The Modified pole-zero Flacement and rts Application

The pole placement algorithm works with attenuation poles, i.e., transmission zeros, and

iterates the position of the attenuation poles until an optimal filter is achieved. The

optimality criterion is that the minimum distance between each arc of the attenuation and

the attenuation constraint should be the same for ail arcs.

4.3.1 The modified pole-zero placement

In this thesis, based on Unbehauen's method [11], we use the modified pole-zero

placement algorithm to work on both zeros and poles of the characteristic function in the

z-domain' To find these optimum zero and pole positions, we first need to determine the

number of the loss zeros and poles. The initial zeros of the characteristic function are
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placed in the passband and the initial poles of the characteristic function are placed in the

stopband.

The attenuation is a function of the zeros and poles. If the zeros and poles are changed

slightl¡ then the change in the attenuation function can be approximated as

alt<@¡')l' _
ðx

lK@'\l'ðr'(lrr,,'l')

(4-e)

(4-10)

(4-12)

(4-13)

òa _ 10 _alui'/\l'
=-=-----/--òx rnro (r *lxqn,'\') ðx

^/-l

(r+cos(ø)) 
fift, ,i: -2rr. cos(ø- r))
,=l

Taking the natural log of equation (4-10), we have

rnlx çni' ¡l' = tn K,,,. t"[Ï#3) . 
Ð 

t,(r + r: - 2r,, cos(at - ø,, ))

¡r'_r (4_l l)
-Ðttt +rl -2r, cos(at-ot¡))

Differentiating the left side of (4-l l), we have

Then we obtain

where x denotes a parameter.

Form equation (4-5) to (4-8), we obtain

lf {nt')l'

Substituting (a-13) into (4-9), we obtain

âx

J.l
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ar"(lrr",'il')

where the equations 4ds1
ðx

, for various choices ofx, are

(4-r4)

(4-r6)

(4-17)

(4-18)

(4-re)

- r,,))
@t,, )

s(ú)

sin(ø-

-2r,, cor+ r]h
.\..

-¿.f ,

)

@.f,

cos(a+ a,,

2r, cos(at+
2
"2
.f¡

rt;

sin(at+ ø,,,)

\t +, n', - zr,, "otla'*--)
(4-1s)

ðrnlrl' _ "[ 
r,, - cos(ú)- cù,,,) rt,, - cos(at+ a,,) I

dr,, l\l + rí, - 2r,, cos(a - o,,,)) \t + r|, - 2r,, cos(at+ o,, )) |

Arnlrl'?_.,.1 sin(a-ø¡,)
ð@t, -'' 

L(t +,i, -täo'(@-ãJ-
sin(ø+ a,.)

l*ri -2r, "otçr+rf
ðml^rl' l-ttOl-----:--__L|dr, 

L

ð lnltrl' )
alK,l lr,l

\t+rj,
- cos(al- al¡,)

_l
))l

where ú),,,and @r aïe the angle of the zeros of h andf, respectively. Zeros and poles are

considered in complex conjugate pairs in the above expressions, the factor (z-l) in the

numerator and the factor (z+l) in denominator are excluded, and we take a,, ,o)r, > 0 . r,,,

and r, are the radii of the zeros of h andf, respectively. Since the characteristic function

Kr(") can be constructed by placing its zeros and poles in conjugate pairs on the unit

circle, r,, and r, can be made equal to L The initjal K t, is chosen to satisfo the

specification at (D= c0-.
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Next, we are required to find the arc minimum differences. Observing Fig.4-1, for each

arc, the arc minimum difference is in either the arc minimum or the step corner. To find

the optimum zero and pole positions, the zero and pole frequencies must be modified. so

that the minimum difference La, is the same for each arc.

If there is more than one local maximum between two adjacent attenuation zeros or

between an adjacent attenuation zeïo and a passband boundary, then only the one with

the largest value is considered. The corresponding situation occurs when more than one

local minimum is in the stopband between two adjacent attenuation poles or between an

adjacent attenuation pole and a stopband boundary. It should be noted that the number of

extrema available in each sub-region is always one greater than the number of

approximation parameters in that interval. Thus there are a total of m+ n+ k extrema to

be considered if one has Ë sub-regions. For example, in the lowpass filter, there are two

sub-regions. However, the attenuation aof @-2) contains only m+n+Iparameters. For

each sub-region, an additional free param eter M o(k =1,2,...,K) is introduced.

In this manner, atotal of m+n+k linear equations are obtained for the m+n+k+l

variables LKo, Lú)n, La)¡, and Mo. one of the variables Mois assigned a fixed value.

During the iteration process, the sequence of the attenuation zeros and poles

passband and stopband are confined to their corresponding regions. The change

attenuation at n't' iteration can be approximated as

in the

in the
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Ld,

oi^u

A&,

o),*,

ðo,

òrr,,

:

ða, òa,

òcù,,,, ò@t;

ðo,, àa,
\rt aoÃ,, dCù,.

', l|

0

0
1I

:

I

AKt,

Lú)ht

Lú)n

L@.t;

L,,,,
M2

(4-20)

òdn,*r*2 òd,,*,*2

èr,,,òK,,

where Lo,=a(a4)-u,0"". The left side is obtained through lineanzation of the

attenuation at the current approximate value of the approximation parameter. The

equation (4-20) contains the requirement that the approximation of the attenuation

function at the point a, agrees with the specificatio n A,o"", which are modified from (4-

l5) and (4-17) as follows:

1-cos lr,*a,,)
(4-2r)

ðø(at,) _
ò@ r,

¡in(ø,-@r,)
- cos \r, - ,.r,) l-cos \r,*rr,)

Then we can obtain the new angle of the zeros of h andf and.the newK,,

àa(ø,) [ -sin (r,-r,,)
òØh It-cosþ\-Ø)-

sin (ø , + @n,)

.r,)sin(ø¡*@

and

Kii*' = KÍ"'+y AKt,

,Í,','*' = cùÍ:,') + T LØn,

@:;'*') =Ø';: +T A@.¡

(4-22)

(4-23)

(4-24)

(4-2s)
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Chapter 4 Approximately Linear phase Using pole_Zero placement

where y is a scale factor and 0 < y <1. If the new zeros and poles are out of their related

regions, the new zeros and poles will be modified. The iteration stops after the criterion is

satisfied.

As the equations are nonlinear, the optimum zero and pole locations must be determined

iteratively. During the iteration process, it is easy to ensure that zeros and poles do not

leave the specified intervals. The iteration stops when the arc minimum difference is

satisfied by

0 < a- a,p"" < 0.0001 Ø_26)

Thus, the given attenuation in the passband and the stopband designs can be carried out in

the following steps:

1. Choose the initial points at, in the passband for h and, the stopband for f, and

calculate the initial K,,.

2. Calculate the attenuation using (4-6), and scan the attenuation to find the local

maximum point for the passband and the local minimum for the stopband.

3. Use (4-23) - (4-25) to obtain new zeros of f and, h and, make sure that they satisfi¡

the bound.

4. If the equation (4-26) is not satisfied, then go back.

During the iteration process, it is easy to ensure that zeros and poles do not leave the

specified intervals.

4.3.2 Approximately linear phase approach

To obtain approximately linear phase, \ /e can design the group delay as flat as possible.

In practice, we are only interested in linear phase in the passband. As we know, in the

design of IIR filters, the poles of the transfer function must be in the unit circle to ensure
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Chapter 4 Approximately Linear phase Using pole_Zeroplacement

stability. Most zeros are in practice positioned on the unit circle. But as mentioned in the

previous chapter, in allpass filters, zeros are placed outside the unit circle. Thus, from

characteristic function (4-6), the zeros in the passband may be initialized to any position

about the unit circle such as one quad of zeros about the unit circle and the rest of zeros

on the unit circle.

The main idea is to move the zeros and poles to an optimum position where the group

delay is as flat as possible.

1. Initialization:

Choose initial points ø,, of h on the unit circle with one quad of points and initial

points a, of f onthe unit circle.

use pole-zero placement to obtain the required attenuation.

2. Move one quad of zeros of å.

check the group delay in the passband and the attenuation.

3. If the group delay satisfies 
lr,o, -t,,rl.e, then approximately linear phase is

obtained. If the attenuation is not satisfied, then move the remaining zeros of h

and zeros of/until the attenuation specification is satisfied. Go back to step 2.

This approach takes considerable time until the group delay and attenuation

specif,rcations are satisfied.
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded wave Digital Allpass Filter

Ghapter 5

Group Þelay Equalization using a cascaded

Wave Digital Allpass Filter

The design of an allpass delay equalizer for IIR filters is considered. As we know, for

example, an IIR lowpass filter does not have linear phase (or flat group delay). Rather, it

typically has a peak in the transmission band. To produce a complete lowpass filter with

an approximately linear phase across the entire passband, an allpass filter must be

cascaded with the IIR lowpass filter. This allpass filter will increase the group delay at

lower frequencies, but does not affect the magnitude response.

5.1 Group Delay Equalization

An important application of allpass filter design is the case of group delay equalization as

shown in Fig. 5-1. We consider the equalization of an M't'-order IIR filter of the form

H "(z\=N(r) - þo+ þ,2-' +...+ þrz-M
'' \' DQ) l+a,z-t+...+Grz-, (s-1)

with the phase response

and the group delay

þ ,(a) = arg{H ,("i')\

dþ,(a)
þ | - --' dûl

(s-2)

(5-3)
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded v/ave Digital Allpass Filter

x(r) Y(r)

H(z)

Fig. 5-l group delay equalization

The equalizer is to be implemented such that the group delay of the allpass fìlter

compensates the group delay of the IIR filter to produce an approximately flat overall

group delay within a given frequency band, i.e.

T.î+îA=To alelar,a\l

where øo is the nominal value of the desired group delay.

Hence, the allpass filter should approximate the following phase response

tA = To -î f, aelør,a4l

Here, we define the target group delay as

îr = !*max(tr)-r¡ aela,a4l

(s-4)

(s-s)

(s-6)

wherey is a scale variable. Then, an example of the target gïoup delay of the allpass filter

design is shown in Fig. 5-2.

Thus, the design problem is to minimizethe group delay error

e =minllr, -rnll (s-7)

The group delay distortion increases rapidly near the edge of the passband, consequently

the band of the group delay equalization has to be controlled precisely, because the

performance of the equalization with given complexity depends highly on the group

delay equalization band.
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The target group delay for allpass filter
22r'.-=:..:i:ri.-..'--:----- .. j.'. .,.-j- .- 

rll-----_*_tlit, iI--\-!\2oi-+j\ii
I i ' \ 1- 

'lrji\r I

l,;l'1sl , .. \l lt''\
lr
ll j

16f- ì i i llr
li

141
ir

l,

121' - r-

l101, I i -_ t _.-

Normalized Frequency

Fig. 5-2 The target group delay of an allpass filter design (y:l)

The second interesting application is the parallel allpass structure. The overall transfer

functions are

H(z) =ï(u 
^,(z)+ 

H n,þ)) (s-8)

H n,("t^ ) and H n,("t^ )

be considered in the next

5.2 Group Delay Equalization Using Nonlinear l-east Squares Method

The development of the allpass compensation filter proceeds as follows:

1. construct atarget curve for the desired group delay response.

2. Choose an initial order for the allpass filter.

õõo
=I/ñ

The difference of the phase of allpass transfer functions

approximates a certain piecewise linear phase [2s-33]. It will

chapter.
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded wave Digital Altpass Filter

3. Optimize the allpass filter parameters.

The required order of the allpass filter is unknown. There is no specific order that must be

used. It is common to use an order equal to that of the filter being compensated.

5.2.1 Defining the group delay objective

Before \/e can optimize the allpass filter, we will need to create atargetcurve of our

desired group delay response. The optimizer willuse this targetcurve as the objective for

curve optimization. In practice, we wish to alter the curve in the passband to be an

approximately flat line. The nature of the curve in the stopband region is unimportant.

This area will not be part of the optimization.

The allpass transfer function defined by equatio n (2-1) can be rewritten in polar

coordinates

l,o
- ^Jv¡u t--é

HuQ)=*n=-u
i=l L - rie

¡i/

where ¡< = (-1)"U r,€it, ,and 0 1r, 11.

The equation for the phase response is

0 ,@ù= -i ru,r-, [ (t - ",') tin(ø- 4 ) )' fr ({t+4'¡cos(Ø-0,)-2r, )

If K < 0, tr is added to Bn@).

The equation for the group delay is

(5-e)

(s-10)

(s-1 l)
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded wave Digital Alrpass Filter

The partial derivatives with respect to the parameters of equation (5-l l) are

ð 
" 
u _ 2((l + r,2 ) cos(a¡ - 0,) - 2r,), 2((l + r,2 ) cos(ø + 0,) _ 2r,)I (s-t2a)

ðrn _ 2r,(l- r,2)sin(a¡- 0,) 2r,(l_ r,z)sin(ø+ 0,)
ðe, -@-Ñ

When 0¡=0 or 0,-x,(5-I2)becomes

ò, n _2((I+ r,2)cos(ø- 0,) -2r,)
ðr, (t-zr,cos(ø- 0,) + r,r)'

From equation (5-6), the target group delay in the passband then becomes

îr = ! xmax(r,.) - î.[,,*,¡",,¿

Then, the problem is to determine the minimum

(5-12b)

(5-13)

(s-r4)

(s-1s)

(5-16)

E =llr, -r^ll'

From (5-11), the problem is clearly a nonlinear data-fitting problem. Generally, the

problem can be solved only by iteration.

5.2.2 Gauss-Newton method

We use rcdä r, and angles 0, as the polynomial parameters to represent the transfer

function H n(nt'), as shown in (5-9). Define a vector x containing the design variables

x = lrr,...,tN, 0r,...,0 rf'

In order to explicitly show the dependence of the group delay response rn@t) on the

variables contained in x, we use the notation t o(at,x) whenever necessary. Likewise, we

use the notation E(a¿x)=rr((D)-rn(a4x). In the Gauss-Newton method, the residuals

ofthe least squares problem are linearized at every iteration step such that a sequence of
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded wave Digital Ailpass Filter

linear least squares problems is solved. In the gïoup delay design problem, the residuals

ate E(a,,x), i =1,"',m. At iteration step k, the current iteration is x(o). The first order

Taylor series approximation of t n(at,x) about x(o) is given by

rn(ø,x) = î,1(û),xG)¡+Y rn7ø,xG)¡(x- x(o)¡+ h, ll¿ll= r(1"_",r,ll) 6_n)

where Ytn(x-"(o)) is the gradient vector of cn(a,x) evaluated at x=x(o). From

equation (5-17), the linearization of E(a,,x) at iteration step É is

E(ø,x) = îr(Ø) - T n({D,x(kr) -y 
" 
n(at,xG))(x- r(o) ) (s- I 8)

defining ,ç = rç - x(o) as a variable vector to be optim ized,.If x(o) is close to the minimum

point of the nonlinear least squares problem, then the solution x of the linear least squares

problem at iteration step Æ is

minlfø. @¡) - r n(a¡,r(o)) -y r nqø,*<ot¡. sll' (s-1e)

Expanding the norm and ignoring the term that does not depend on s, equation (5-19) can

be written as

minþrvøf )rv îf) s - (Y rf) s¡r ,trt) (s-20)

where

rG) - rr(ø)-tn(ø,xq)) (s-2r)

and

Ytu-

òrnØ¡r) òc n(ø,)
òy,, ð0,

òr n(a,,,) àt n(ø,,)
ò',, ð0,

ðrn@tr)

rut'
ðtn(a,,,)

40,,

(s-22)

represents the Jacobian matrix.
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded wave Digital Allpass Filter

Solving the minimizatioî problem (5-20) is equivalent to computing the solution to the

system of linear equations

Yrfts-,<t't (s-23)

At every iteration step of the Gauss-Newton algorithm [54 and 55], the linear system (5-

23) is solved for s, and the current update s(o) is set by s. The new iteration is computed

by setting

x(¿+r) - xG) +d sG) d>0. (s_24)

in every iteration step.

fixed step size. In this

A line search algorithm can be used to optimize the step size a

However, the algorithm usually has a convergence even with a

thesis, we use 2-' as step size in every iteration.

Summarizing, the Gauss-Newton method works as follows:

1. Chooseaninitialguess x(0),set k=0,i =0. Compute normfk)

2. Compute rG) and Y rf) ftom (S-2t) and (5-22).

3. Solve Y cf) s - rG) for s, and set ^ç(¿) = s .

_ ll-- llor
_rf,ll, .

4. Set x(r*r) - xG) +Z-i s@ ,if normfk)

5. Set /r = k +1, go to 2.

The iteration is stopped as soon as there

iteration step to the next.

> norm[o), then i = i +L .

is no significant change of x(¿) from one

From equation (5-15), it is clearthat the error is also a function of the scale factor y in

quadratic form. To obtain the overall best group delay, we have to find the optimum scale

factor where the error is a global minimum. We can construct an iterative algorithm for

determining an optimal scale factor for minimum noÍn error. We can guess the initial
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chapter 5 Group Delay Equalization using a cascaded wave Digital Ailpass Filter

range y e 10.5,21 and plot the error E versus scale factor y as in Fig. 5-3. Although there

are several local minima, we can apply one dimensional search methods such as

bisection, golden section search, Newton's method, or secant method to find the optimal

value.

5.2.3 Design algorithm

The algorithm consists of two steps. The first step works in a way based on the Gauss-

Newton algorithm to solve the nonlinear least-squares problem. The next uses the

bisection algorithm to solve for the optimal scale factor with the minimum effor noûn.

The algorithm is thus performed in the following steps:

1. Initialization:

Set initial range for scale factor yi yel}.s,zl. choose the first, the mid, and the

end scale factors to calculate îr , respectively.

r
c
Y

uJ

I

I

I

I

I

j

¡

I

-.-,- l

2
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Choose the first point of t, to calculate the initial coefficient vector a.

select M points {ù=ler,Ø2,...,auf, ø, el0,or"l and calculate the Jacobian

mattix Yrr.

Compute the initial e(0) , ç(0) and norm[o, =||1", -"r:rll'

2. Solve equation (5-22) for the direction s.

set i = 0, calculate xß+t) - xG) +2-i s(k) and, normfk, =||1", -rr:rll'

If normfk) >normfo), set i =i+1. obtain normfo) as small as possible for each

step. Then set Æ = k +1, obtain next norm,!k*t) .

3. Use the bisection method to find the optimal y with the minimum norm.If the

optimal y cannot be found, then the range of y must be extended and the process

goes back to step l.

The method of finding each error with scale factor is iterative. The first and the last active

set are selected, a solution is determined, and then, the mid, left and right set are selected.

This continues until the solution is optimal.
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Ohapter 6

Approximately Linean Fhase LJsing a sun¡ of

Wave Diglta! AlNpass F¡lters

In Chapter 3, the wave digital lattice filter realized as the sum of two allpass filters is

described. Like any other IIR filter, to meet given attenuation requirements but with the

usual design principles a linear phase in the passband is not obtained. It will be shown

that wave digital lattice filters can be designed to have an approximately linear phase in

the passband.

6.1 The Phase Response of IIR Digital Filters using the sum of rwo

Allpass Subfilters

As we know, it is difficult for IIR (recursive) digital filter design to meet not only

magnitude requirements, but also have an approximately linear phase in the passband. An

IIR digital filter made from a parallel connection of two allpass subfilters can be viewed

as a phase approximation problem. A block diagram of the system under investigation is

given in Fig.6-1, where Ar(z) and Ar(r)are transfer functions of real, stable allpasses

having no common poles.

A well-known class of such filters is the lattice wave digital filter 12, 31, consisting of

cascaded first- and second-order wave digital allpass filters, having some advantageous
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Chapter 6 Approximately Linear Phase Using a Sum of Vy'ave Digital Allpass Filters

properties such as low coefficient sensitivity in the passband and a low round-off noise

level.

Ytr(t)

x(')

YurQ)

___________l

H(')

Fig. 6-l IIR ûlter design using a parallel allpass filters

The overall frequency response can be written as

H(ej'\ =Y" - 
ei0t(@t + ei0'z(a)

X2
where þ,(a) and pr(at) arc the phase response of A,(z) and Ar(z), respectivery.

The overall frequency response can be written as

H (eir\ - "iþt(ø) 
* nißz(a¡)

2

-i(Ã(a)+ þz@))) /2

=a 
, \eiÅ'@)-Þz<at))rz*"-i(Þt(a't-þz@))/2)

- n 
i ( f r @)+ Þzrr,, 

"rr(Ê, 
(r):É, (r))

The magnitude function is consequently obtained by

lu rn' \l =1""r( 
þ' ('> 

- P, tø\¡
"l\'/l

The magnitude of the overall filter is thus limited Ay lnçi,¡l<t.

The phase function is also given by

(6-1)

(6-2)

(6-3)

Àaal
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þ(a¡) = 4øy4ø* o,*[.o,(U*)) (6-4)

. / ' 11. x<0
where ssn{xl= {v \ / lo, x>o

Thus, the design of the overall filter can be performed with the aid of the phase responses

þ,(a) and þr(ø) , as shown in Fig. 6-2.

Fig. 6-2 the phase of two allpass subfilters

The main drawback of conventional filters realized in the form of equation (6-l) is that

their phase response is nonlinear in the passband. There exist two methods to linearize

the phase in the passband. The first method is to casca d,e H(z) with an allpass filter as

phase (or group delay) equalizer, which was considered in the previous chapter. The

second method is to use the parallel allpass structure. As it is well known, a recursive

digital filter with approximately linear phase can be designed, if one of the allpass

-o
c)
at)
(ú

rL 
-B

-'o 

i

I-,, 
I

i

-r, L-

0
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branches is a pure delay, while the other allpass is designed such that the desired

selectivity is obtained. Several methods for the design of such systems have been

published 128-331, 137 -401.

In this thesis, we consider the second case in a more general sense that the IIR filter

consists of a parallel connection of two general wave digital allpass filters. It uses a

modified Remez-type algorithm and deals with A,(z) and Ar(") in such awaythat their

phase responses follow the same linear curve in the passband.

6.2 Approximately Linear Fhase Approach

6.2.1 Phase approximation problem

We consider design of approximately linear phase (ALP) lowpass filters. Let a" and. ú),

denote the passband and stopband edges respectively. The desired phase difference is

(6-5)

Thus the two allpass transfer functions and.A,(z) and Ar(t) have to be found such that

their phase difference þo@t) approximates Þ0,"{a)according to the constraints

determined by the tolerance scheme of one of the magnitude functions:

Þ,,"{at) = þ,(ø)- pr(ø =10 atelo'a4f
- ltr atefø,,nf

l- 6"(ø) <lH@i')l<t, atel0,a4l

lu@t\ls 6,(ø) aselat,,nl
(6-6a,b)

where 6" and { are the ripple factors in the passband and stopband, respectively.

The design yields two allpass subfilters, which describe general selective minimum phase

systems as shown in Figure 6-2. The phase error function can be realized to minimize the

phase effor as
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E(at) =W(a¡)lþr(ø) - þ,(a)l

where W(a) is a weight function.

6.2.2Design procedure

(6-7)

The phase approximation problem is a nonlinear problem, whereas the proposed

techniques are based on the iterative adjustment of the phase and magnitude responses.

The algorithm works in a way that is similar to the Remez multiple exchange algorithm

for polynomial approximation problems. Using the results of the above, the ALp desien

algorithm for an odd ¡y''l'-order lowpass filter can be formulated.

First, the order of the allpass subfilters must be determined. It is known that their orders

must differ by one. In addition, the order of Ar(z) must be less than that of Ar(z) . The

design procedure concentrates on l,(z) first. In the passband, Ir@t\l= i and from (6-

3), we have B,@t) = þr(o¡).For ALp it is also required that B@) = -{r. Hence, in the
L

passband, both þ,(a¡) and þr(at) should approximare ro - + r. In the stopband,
2

lr@t')l= 0, we have B,@¡) = þr(at) + n from(6-3) and (6-5).

The magnitude of desired filter lH@t')l "un 
be obtained by using for e.g. Gazsi,s

method. Then the phase of A, canbe determined

þ,(ø) = -I r*"or-'(z .luf"t'>l' -r)

Thus, the A, subfilter coefficients can be obtained by the phase response [44].

First, it is easy to show that the phase response 0oØÐ of A(z) can be written as

(6-8)
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(6-e)

where M is the order and dk are the coefficients of A(z). From Fig. 6-2,it is clear when

Øgoes from 0 to nradians, the phase 0o@ù decrease monotonically from 0 to -Mn.
Thus, we obtain a set of equations

M

lao sin(ka,)
k=l

-= M-=tan(p,) i=1,2,...,M (6_10)
t*Ð aocos(kat,)

where þ, =(9n@t,)+Mn)|2. After some manipulations, the equation (6-10) can be

expressed as

M

I[ri<rø)-tan(B)cos(ka)þo =Án(p,) (6-tl)

which is a linear equation of filter coefficients ø0. Thus, it becomes the following in

matrix form

Qa = p rc-n)

where the two vectors are

d =ldtrd2r...r&rrf,
p =ltan(B),tan(pr),...,tan(Brr)fr (6-13a'b)

and the elements of the matrix e are given by

Q¡.t =sin(kø,)-tan(B)cos(kø,) i=\...,M k =1,...,M (6_14)

By solving linear matrix equation (6-12), the desired solution is obtained bv

a = Q-'p (6-15)
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The next stage is to design Ar. ln this case, both passband and stopband have to be

considered. In the passband, þr(ø) must also approximat 
" -{, In the stopband, it

L

must approximate þ, - ft. The extremal i/, + I points in the passband and stopband can

then be distributed uniformly over the union of the two bands.

The complete algorithm can be summarized as follows:

1. Read the specification of the lowpass frlter al", ú),, Ao, A,, N and determine the

order of Ar(z) and. Ar(r), Nr= 
Na I 

and .a/, = 
ff_* I 

, respectively.2'2

2. Assume the order of the upper branch subfilter Ar(z) as one less than that of Ar(z).

use Gazsi's method to obtain the desired magnitude of A,(z) .

3' Determine the coeffìcients of l, using formulas from (6-l l)-(6-15).

4. Select initial extremal points Ç2= {o,,Ø2,...,@r,*,} on [0, Ø"fvlat,,n].

5. Solve the system of ¡/, + I equations

E(a,) =W(ø,)lþr(at,)- þ,(at,)l= (-l),á, ( 6_16)

where i=r,...,Nr*1 for â andthefirtercoefficients a,of Hn,(z).

6' Find the N, +l local extrema of E(a) on [0, Ø"lv¡at,,nJwith the condition that the

maxima and minima altemate. Let the angles at which these extrema occur be

Ç1,= {ú),, ,Ø,2 ,...rØ, ,"*r} .

7. If lo-o'1.r, for i =1,...,Nr*l then go to next step. otherwise, set o=o, and

recalculate.

8. compute the coefficients of l, using formuras from (6-11)-(6-15).
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In the fourth step of the algorithm, N, +I initial extrema points must be selected. A good

set of initial points is to select the number of points in the passband as

Ø,(N, +I) l(a" + 7, - ø" ) rounded to the nearest integer [28]. The extreme points in the

passband and stopband can then be dishibuted equidistantly in each respective band.

In step five, equation (6-16) is to be solved. The coefficients can be computed as

functions of d For a given d we can find

þ,(a,)=W+þ@,) i =1,2,...,N, (6-17)

and

(6-18)

fori=¡/r+1.

Next the bisection method is used to find the äso that f (6)= 0. Finally, once the overall

algorithm has converged, the coefficient of A, can be obtained.

f (6) = w (at)[þ,@¡,) - þ, (at)]-(-l)' á
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Chapter 7

Design Exarnples

In this chapter, we design some approximately linear phase wave digital lattice filters

using the algorithms described in chapters 4 to 6. For each filter design, the attenuation

response will be presented graphically, giving the resulting passband and stopband

ripples' The group delay (and phase) response as well as the pole-zero plots will also be

given' The coefficient values are tabulated for each design. The proposed design

algorithms are implemented using MATLAB. Finally, the results for the different

approximation methods are collected.

7.1 Examples using pole-zero placement

In this subsection, the modified pole-zero placement method described in Chapter 4 is

employed to design two examples. At first, the modified pole-zero placement is used to

obtain the desired filter to meet the specification. Then one quad of zeros of h jsmoved to

adjust the group delay in the passband.

Example 1: Example 1 uses the specification from Example I in [37]. The specification

considered is as follows: @"=18', Ø,=36", and A,=40. The maximum allowable

peak-to-peak passband ripple is 0.1d8. In this example, the order of the filter meeting

these requirements is 7. The filter having approximately linear phase is realized such that

one quad of zeros of h is not on the unit circle.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table l. Fig. 7-l shows the zeros of f g

and h in the z-domain. The attenuation in the whole region and in the passband are shown
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in Fig'7-2. The group delay and phase in the passband are shown in Figs.7-3 and 7-4,

respectively. The solid curve in Figs 7-3 and 7-4 correspond to the proposed filter with

one adjusted quad of zeros of h, and the dashed curve correspond to the filter without one

adjusted quad of zeros of å. The structure of the 7-order V/DLF is shown in Fis. 7-5.

where j =1,"',M , i=1,...,N.M and i/is the number of first- and second-order allpass

filters, respectively.

Poles and Zeros
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Table I Adaptor coeffrcients of the filter in examole I
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Fig. 7-5 The structure of the 7-order approximately linear phase WDLF
using pole-zero placement

Example 2: The specification of Example 2 is given as the normalized passband edge at

0.1 and the normalized stopband edge at 0.2. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak

passband ripple is 0. ldB and the minimum stopband attenuation has three regions 50dB

ae10.2,0.231, 60dB øe10.23,0.351 and 45dB øe [0.35,0.5] . In this example, we design

a 9-order WDLF with one quad of zeros of h that is not on the unit circle.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table 2. Fig.7-6 shows the zeros of f S

and h in the z-domain, respectively. The attenuation in the whole region and in the

passband are shown in Figs.7-7. The group delay and phase in the passband are shown in

Figs'7-8 and 7-9, respectively. The solid curve in Figs. 7-8 and 7-9 correspond to the
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proposed filter with one adjusted quad of zeros of h, and. the dashed curve correspond to

the filter without one adjusted quad of zeros of h.

-0.5

Fig. 7 -6 the zeros of f g and å in z-domain
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Table2 Adaptor coeffrcients of the filter in example 2
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7.2 Examples using group delay equalization

In this section, we design an approximately linear phase WDLF cascaded with an allpass

compensation filter as described in Chapter 5. At first, the modified pole-zero placement

or Gazsi's method can be applied to design a filter to satisfu its attenuation specification.

Then the nonlinear least square algorithm is used to obtain the allpass compensation

filter. Finally, the equiripple flat group delay of the overall filter is obtained.

Example 3: The filter specification is given as the normalized passband edge at 0.1 and

the normalized stopband edge at 0.15. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak passband

ripple is 0.01d8 and the minimum stopband attenuation is 60 dB.

6l
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In the design of the Cauer WDLF filter with approximately flat group delay in the

passband, we first use the modified pole-zero placement to design the attenuation

response with equiripple both in the passband and in the stopband meeting the

specification. The order of the Cauer WDLF filter is 7. Then, the nonlinear least square

algorithm is applied to design the 7-order allpass compensation filter. Finally, the overall

14-order filter is obtained with approximately flat group delay in the passband.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table 3. The structure of the overall 14-

order filter is shown in Fig. 10. The attenuation is plotted in Fig.7-11. In Fig.7-12, The

group delay in the whole region and in the passband is plotted. The solid curve in Fig. 7-

12 corresponds to the 7-order WDLF cascaded with a 7-order allpass filter, and the

dashed curve corresponds to the 7-order WDLF. Fig. 7-13 illustrates the group delay

error in the passband and the target curve vs. the designed allpass group delay curve in

the passband. The zeros and poles of the WDLF and the allpass filter are shown in Fig. 7-

14. The zeros and poles of the overall filter are shown in Fig. 7-15, respectively. Fig.7-

16 demonstrates the group delay equalization with different order allpass compensation

filters.

Table 3 Adaptor coeffrcients of the f,rlter in example 3

I o,i
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Tz.¡

Al I 0.64623825t73618 I -0.709627192t7858 0.8 1062384990040

A2 2

J
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-0.51178521r37636

0.77 597863135681
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., 0.83419795842662 4
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-0.7362t71798rr32
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Fig. 7-10 The structure of the overall l4-order filter consists of 7-order WDLF
cascaded 7-order allpass compensation filter
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zeros and poles
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Fig. 7-16 The group delay equalization using different allpass compensation filters
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Now, an approximately flat delay in the passband for an inverse Chebyshev WDLF is

considered' We first use the modified pole-zero placement to design the attenuation

response maximally flat in the passband and equiripple in the stopband meeting the

specification. The order of the inverse Chebyshev WDLF filter is 1 1. Then a 6-order

allpass compensation filter is cascaded to adjust the phase. The adaptor coefficients of the

filter are given in Table 4. The attenuation is plotted inFig.T-\7. In Fig.7-lg, the group

delay in the whole region and in the passband is plotted. The solid curve in Fig. 7-lg

corresponds to the I l-order WDLF cascaded 6-order allpass filter, and the dashed curve

corresponds to the 1l-order WDLF. Fig. 7-19 illustrates the group delay error in the

passband and the target curve vs. the designed allpass group delay curve in the passband.

The zeros and poles of the V/DLF and the allpass filter are shown in Fig. 7-20. The zercs

and poles of the I 7-order overall filter are shown in Fig. 7 -zl .

Table 4 Adaptor coefficients of the filter in example 3

0.231246423s2319 -0.27024420565435

-0.67071392623119

0.573603594 10895

0.70375127t29424

-0.1 148 I 118965048

-0.4663841925ss94

-0.88302267492096

0.48330227823024

0.6s303 1202 r9 l8s

0.72743s32853474

-0.s47 s6657 172453

-0.577411s8027s79

-0 .626217 6799 | r88

0.95174472061538

0.91824260936s79

0.83771224492348
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Example 4: Example 4 is also chosen from Example I in [37]. The specification is the

same as above. First, Gazsi's method [3] is used to design a 4-order Cauer WDLF

satis$ring the specification. Then, a 5-order allpass compensation is applied to equalize

the designed filter's group delay.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table 5. The attenuation is plotted in

Fig.7-22.InFig.7-23, the group delay in the whole region and in the passband is plotted.

The solid curve in Fig. 7-23 corresponds to the 4-order Cauer WDLF cascaded 5-order

allpass filter, and the dashed curve corresponds to the 4-order Cauer WDLF. Fig. 7-24

illustrates the group delay error in the passband and the target curve vs. the designed

allpass group delay curve in the passband. The zeros and poles of the WDLF and the

allpass filter are shown in Fig. 7 -25. The zeros and poles of the 9-order overall filter are

shown inFig. T-26.

0
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Table 5 Adaptor coefficients of the filter in example 4
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Now, Gazsi's method [3] is used to design aJ-order inverse Chebyshev WDLF satisfying

the specification. Then, 6-order allpass compensation is applied to equalize the designed

filter's group delay.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table 6. The attenuation is plotted in

Fig.1 -27 . In Fig.7-28, the group delay in the whole region and in the passband is plotted.

The solid curve in Fig. 7-28 corresponds to the 7-order inverse Chebyshev V/DLF

cascaded 6-order allpass filter, and the dashed curve corresponds to the 7-order inverse

Chebyshev WDLF. Fig. 7-29 illustrates the group delay error in the passband and the

target curve vs. the designed allpass group delay curve in the passband. The zeros and

poles of the WDLF and the allpass compensation filter are shown in Fig. 7-30. The zeros

and poles of the 13-order overall filter are shown in Fig. 7-31.

Table 6 Adaptor coeff,rcients of the filter in example 4

ìì{""i"{ l I0,i I
Tt.¡ Tz.¡

Al 0.43794658924586 -0.61389996692349 0.85002160404534

A2 ¿
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-0.87 t25t7 rt78rr7
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I
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The orcrall filter zeros and ooles

Fig. 7-3 1 The zeros and poles of the overall f,rlter

Example 5: The example specification is taken as the charurel filter in a mobile

communications system, described by Ericsson Mobile Communications [53]. The

example parameters are as follows: The filter order is N:5, the filter specification is

given in Fig. 7-32, where the different levels correspond to a passband ripple of 0.3 and

0.9 dB and a stopband attenuation of 0.9, 20 and,49 dB.

We first use the modified pole-zero placement to design the filter equiripple both in the

passband and in the stopband meeting the specification. Then, the 6-order allpass

compensation is applied to equalize the designed filter,s group delay. we apply the

nonlinear least square algorithm to design the alrpass compensation filter.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table 7. The gain in dB (the negative of

the attenuation) is plotted, for ease of comparison with [53], in Fig;-32.In Fig.7-33, the

group delay in the whole region and in the passband is plotted. The solid curve in Fig.7-
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33 corresponds to the 5-order WDLF in cascade with a 6-order allpass filter, and the

dashed curve corresponds to the S-order WDLF. Fig. 7-34 illustrates the group delay

error in the passband and the target curve vs. the designed allpass group delay curve in

the passband. The zeros and poles of the V/DLF and allpass filter are shown in Fie. 7-35.

The zeros and poles of the l l-order the overall filter are shown in Fie. 7-36.
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Table 7 Adaptor coeffrcients of the filter in example 5

l To.¡ I I,i Tz,¡
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7.3 Examples Using the Sum of Two Wave Ðigital .dllpass F.ilters

In this section, an approximately linear phase wave digital lattice filter will be designed

as a parallel connection of two wave digital allpass filters. The modified Remez

algorithm, described in Chapter 6, is used.

Example 6: The example is the same as Example I in SectionT.l.In this example, the

allpass A, is realized as a pure delay.

The adaptor coefficients of the allpass filter A, are given in Table 8. The structure of the

7-ordet WDLF is shown inFig.T-37. Fig. 7-38 illustrates the zeros of f andg in z-domain,

respectively. The attenuation, group delay in the passband, phase in the passband and

phase effor are shown in Figs.7-39 -7-42.

Table 8 Adaptor coefficients of the filter in Example 6

iì-q:' l To.¡
I

Tt,¡ Tz.¡

A2 I

z

J

I

-0.2857963838655 I

-0 .29602937 516233

-0.33982686066616

-0 .8ts2319s37 6235

-0.1 5844304300228

-0.25695733934968

0.41s722t4727 s83

0.9rs47731026399
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Fig.7-37 7-order approximately linear phase WDLF structure with one branch pure delay
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Example 7: In this example, we design a lowpass wave digital lattice filter. The

specification given is that the normalized passband edge is at 0.1 and the normalized

stopband edge is at 0.2. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak passband ripple is

0'001d8 and the minimum stopband attenuation is 40 dB. The order of the filter is 25.

The adaptor coefficients of the filter are given in Table 9. Fig. 7-43 illustrates the zeros of

f and g in the z-domain. The affenuation, group delay in the passband, phase in the

passband and the phase effor are shown in Figs.7-4 4 - 7 -41 .
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Table 9 Adaptor coefficients of the filter in example 7

;;=rï l r 0,i T / t.i
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ll
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7.4 Summary

In Fig. 7-48 andFig. T-49, the group delay and phase in the passband obtained by three

approximate approaches are illustrated.

In Fig. 7-48, the group delay in the passband using an allpass compensation filter can be

made higher (32 samples and 34 samples vs. 6 samples using pole-zero placement and 7

samples using the paralleling of two allpass filters). In addition, the group delay

equalization can obtain a much flatter group delay in the passband, which means the

phase in the passband is much more linear.
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In the pole-zero placement, phase colïection is performed by moving a quad of zeros of

å' It takes a lot of computing time to obtain an approximately linear phase. ln addition,

the pole-zero placement can be used to design filters based on various specifications.

In the case of the cascaded connection of one allpass compensation filter, the group delay

equalization using nonlinear least squares can obtain better results. Group delay

correction is performed where the additional group delay is used as a free parameter. The

choice is between the compensator degree, group delay ripple and maximally flat group

delay bandwidth. In addition, the poles and zeros of the allpass compensation filter are

almost uniformly distributed in the passband region.

In the case of the parallel connection of two allpass filters, the approximate phases are

obtained by increasing the filter order from 7 to i5. The modified Remez algorithm can

make the unit phase error smaller, in both the passband and the stopband, and keep the

group delay lower. The design procedure relies on the pre-construction of one of the

allpass subfilters to have exact linear phase and the other allpass subfilter is constructed

to satisÛr the phase difference between the specifications and the exact linear phase. The

hidden relationship between the attenuation and the phase has been employed for

approximating the attenuation and phase simultaneously.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

Chapter I

Conclus¡ons

This thesis describes three methods for the design of IIR digital filters with

approximately flat group delay in the passband. These design methods can be applied to

design filters realizable in a conventional cascade form or as a parallel connection of two

allpass filters (wave digital lattice filters). The design problem is formulated as a complex

approximation problem in the frequency domain. The first proposed method in pole-zero

placement minimizes the group delay approximation error by the adjustment of the pole

and zero positions. A quad of zeros corresponding to the passband are necessary to obtain

a good group delay approximation. In addition, equiripple in the passband and in the

stopband is considered. In the next proposed algorithm, the resulting constrained

nonlinear least squares approximation problem is solved by a modified Gauss-Newton

algorithm. Poles and zeros of the allpass compensation at angles corresponding to the

passband are necessary to obtain a good group delay approximation. An important

advantage of this design algorithm is the fact that no sophisticated initial solution is

necessary to obtain a good final solution. Finally, the modified Remez algorithm is also

realized for a digital filter consisting of two allpass subfilters in parallel. Convergence

and optimality are observed in the calculated examples.

The methods developed in this thesis are very flexible and they can be modified by small

changes for the different approximation tasks. For future research, the direction misht be

the following:
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

ø The extension of the optimization of the different orders for numerator and

denominator polynomials.

@ Optimization of new strucfures of the IIR filter with maximally flat group delay.

6 optimization of the IIR filter banks for audio and image processing.

ø Optimization of IIR filters for software radio.
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Appendix

Appendix

MATLAB program

B part 1
% using pole-zero placemenL

clear all;

formaL long
g1oba1 j
j=sqrL(-1);
to1=1e- 6 ;

{ ******* specification *******
I
Ap=Q.1; As=40; fc=Q.05; fs=Q.1; F=1; n=1¡
tola=1e-6; tolb=1e-3 ;

wc=2*pi*fclF;
ws=2*pi*fslF;
detra_c=1-l_0^ ( -Ap/2 0 ) ;

delta_s=10^ ( _As,/20 ) ;
epison=1e-3;
w_init=0;
w_final=pi;
NoOfPts=1000;
App=Ap-tofa;
Ass=As+tolb;

I Stepl-
B select initial ext.remaf N points
I initial h and f in z-domain
I sefect n points for h in passband and n points for f in sLopband
lw-h-¡¡ts, w-fJts, h-init, f-initl =SelectrnitPtsHF (n, wc, ws ) ;
Kh=find_Kh_from_fz_hz(f_init,h_init,Ap,n,wc) ¡ % find Kh
hk= tKh;h-init (2 : length(h-init) ) I ; I obtain h with new Kh
* c¡] crr]ãfê d from f and h
lg1,z, 92 z, 9z I =obtai n-91--92 -f rom-f -h 

( f -ini t . hk, n ) ;
I polar
fz_Polar=rectAngularToPolar ( f-init ) ;
hz_Po1ar=rectAngulartoPolar ( hk ) ;
gz-Po1ar=rectAnguIarToPolar ( gz ) ;

.-a.j-.trl1\/d't1\.
\LltY¿\¿l t

arrayofzeros=f_ini t ( 2 : length ( f-ini t ) ) ;
arrayofpoles=gz (2: length (gz\ | ;

z
€- l-¡È-ç ì-;L.! ¿_rrtf L- r_r1rr u t

-- :^: F---.
u L_LILL u-}J - 'hz-init=hk;

IAtten, Mag, phase, De1ay, w] =FreqResponses-z (K, arrayofzeros, arrayofpoles, w-init, w-
final,NoofPLs);
IAtten_wc , Mag_wc, Phase_wc, Delay-wc J =FreqResponses-z-I¡t ( K. arrayof zeros, arrayofpol
es,wc);
IAtten_ws, Mag_ws, Phase_ws, Delay_ws J =FreqResponses-z-\¡I (K, arrayofzeros, arrayofpo]-
es,ws);
I Atten.
atLen-c=Atten (w<=wc ) ;
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atten_s=At.ten (w>=ws ) ;
I find local min. points in the stopband
IAt.t-max_c, wh-max-c , AtL-min_c , wh_min_c I =Find_LocalMin_Err_atten_PB ( atten_c, w. wc
, lengt.h(w_hjts l, arrayofzeros, arrayofpoles. K) ;
I find local min. poÍnts in the stopband
f^ff ñ.i- - '.'f -i- - - --c ---t <l=F'ind T,nnalMin Frr ât-t-ôñ qp./ât-t-ô[ftL L_]Il]It_s , WI_InJ-II_S , ¡\t t_max_s , wl_ma--___ . * * - *n_s , w ¿ ws
, length (w_f_pts ) , arrayofzeros, arrayofpoles, K) ;
8w
wmax_c= [wh_max_c, wc ] ;
wmin_s= [ws . wf_min_s I ;
wmin_c=wh_min_c;
wmax_s=wf_max_s;
I defta_atten.
def ta_atten_c= [App-Att_max_c, App-Atten_wc] /App ; I passband
delta_atte¡_s= [Att.en_ws-Ass, Att._min_s-Ass] /Ass ; t stopband
I modified differentiaf Attenuation - right side matrix
delta_atten= [de1ta_atten_c, delta_atten_s]' ;

% Matrix A
A=MatrixofDevAtten ( Kh, wh_min_c, wf_max_s , wmax_c, wmin_s , f_iní t , gz , hk, wc , ws ) ;
o

delta_w=A\delta_attenr I calculate delta_w
delta_w ( length (delta_w), L) =1 ;
Del- ta_w=del ta_w ' ;

I find new parameters from o1d parameters and diff.
lKh_new, wh_new, wf_new, hz , fzl =ObtainNew_h_f_Kh (Kh, w_hJts, w_f3ts, Def ta_w, \^/c, ws,

¡lo1 ¡: ¡|- i-an\. ln1 ry ^1 - æ-l-^l-rr'iñ ã1 ã) frnm f hlçr h't - - - | I ¿ Z t 92 ) =U DLd LIL_g r_9¿_r! u[r_r_rr \ L z | lLZ, n ) i
f z_Polar=rectAngularToPol-ar ( f z ) ;
hz_Polar=rectAngularToPolar ( hz ) ;
gz_Polar=rectAngularToPolar ( gz ) ;
K=fz(Il /sz(I) ¡

arrayofzeros=fz (2: length (fzl ¡ ,
arrayofpoles=gz (2: length (Szl ) ¡

h_root.s=hz (2: length (h.zl ) ;

IAtten, Mag, Phase. De1ay. w] =FreqResponses-z ( K, arrayofzeros, arrayofpoles , w-iniL. w-
final,NoOfPts);
IAtten_wc , Mag'-wc , Phase-wc , Delay-wc ] =FreqResponses_z_w ( K , arrayofzeros , arrayofpol
es,wc);
IAtten_ws , Mag-ws , Phase_ws , Delay_ws ] =FreqResponses_z_w ( K, arrayofzeros , arrayofpol
es.ws);

ã o"."rr.
atten_c=Atten ( w<=wc ) ;
atten_s=Atten (w>=ws ) ;

% find 1oca1 min. points in the stopband
IAtt_max-c, wh-max_c . ALt_min_c . wh_min_c ] =Find_LocalMin_Err_atten_PB ( atten_c , w, wc
, length (wh_new) , arrayof.zeros, arrayofpoles, K) ;

t find loca1 min. points in the stopband
IAtt_min_s , wf_min_s, Att_max_s, wf_max_s ] =Find_LocalMin_Err_atten_SB ( atten_s , w, ws
, length(wf_new), arrayofzeros,arrayofpoles.K) ; I w
\¡rmax_c=[wh_max_c,wc]; I extremal points in passband
wmin-s=lws.wf_min_s]; t extremal points in stopband
wmin_c=wh_min_c; I roots in passband
v¡max_s=wf_max_s; % roots in stopband
I delta_atten.
delta_atten_q= [App-Att_max_c, App-Atten_wc] /Àpp; I passband
delta_atte¡_s= [trtten_ws-Ass , Att_min_s-Ass ] /Ass; I stopband
delta-att.e¡=[flelt.a_atten-c,delta-atten-s]' ¡ 4 modified differential
attenuation - right side matrix
z
count=1;
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while max(de1ta_atten_c)-min(delta_att.en_c)>O.O0l- | max(de1ta atten_s)_
mín (de1ta_at.ten_s ) >0 . 001-

Kh_old=Kh_new;
wh_old=wh_new;
wf_o1d=wf_new;
}:z_ol-d=hz;
f z_old--f z;
gz-old=gz ¡

I Mat.rix A

A=MatrixofDevAtten(Kh-old,wh-min_c,wf_max_s,wrnax_c,wmin_s,fz_ord,gz_o1d,hz_orð,,
I^/C, I^/S ) ;

delta_w=A\de1ta_at.ten; t delta_w
del-ta_w ( lengt.h (de1ta_w) . 1) =1;
De1 ta_w=de1 ta_w ' ;
t

lKh-new, wh_new, wf_new, hz , fz I =95¡.inNew_h_f_Kh ( Kh_old, wh_old, wf_old, De1 ta_w, wc, w
< Äal¡¡ :tfon\.

fg1,z , g2z, 9z I =Obtain_91-_g2_f rom_f_h (f z ,hz ,nl ;
f z_Pol-ar=rectAngul-arTopolar ( f z ),.
hz_Po1ar=rectAngularTopolar ( hz ) ;
gz_Pol-ar=rectAngularTopolar ( gz ) ;
count=count+1
K=fz ( 1) /sz (Il ;
arrayofzeros=f z (2 : lengt.h( f z ) ) ;
arrayofpoles=gz (2: length (Sz) | ;
h_root.s=hz ( 2 : lengt.h (hz ) ) ;
I

IAtt.en, Mag, Phase, De1ay, w] =FreqResponses_z (K, arrayof zeros , arrayofpoles. w_init, w_
finaf,NoOfPts);

lAt.t.en_wc. Mag_wc, Phase_wc, Delay_wcl =FreqResponses_z_w (K, arrayofzeros, arrayofpol
es,wc);

IAtten-ws, Mag_ws, Phase_ws. Delay_ws ] =FreqResponses_z_w (K, arrayofzeros. arrayofpol
es,ws);

% Atten.
atten_c=Atten ( w<=wc ) .
atten_s=Atten (w>=ws ) -

[At.t_max_c . wh_max_c, At.t_min_c, wh_min_c ] =Find LocalMin_Err_at.ten_pB (att.en_c, w, wc
,lengt.h(wh_new),arrayofzeros,arrayofpoles,K)¡ % find focaf min. points in the
cl-nnl.¡nÁ

IAtt_min_s, wf_min_s , Att_max_s , wf_max_s ] =Find_LocalMin_Err_atten_SB ( atten_s, w, ws
,length(wf-new),arrayofzeros,arrayofpoles,xl; * find loca] min. points in the
st.opband

8w
wmax_c=lwh_max_c,wc]; I extremal point.s in passband
wmin_s=[ws,wf_min_s]; I extremal points in stopband
wmin_c=wh_min_c,- I root.s in passband
wmax_s=wf_max_si I roots in stopband
* ¡lo1 ¡r rtsfôñ

del t.a_at t.e¡_s = [ App -At t_max_c . App-At.ten_trrc ] /App ; I pas sband
Á^T È- âÈÈ^- ^- ruer- Ld._aE.re¡_5= ¡Aften_ws-Ass, Att_min_s-Ass I /Ass; I stopband
delta_atten=lde1ta_att.en_c,delta_att.en_s]' i Z modefied different.ial

Attenuation - right side matrix

end I end while loop
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r! Þ
figure(60)
plot_f_g_h (fz, gz,hzl, grid
figure(70)
plot(w(w<=wc) /pi/2,ep,'r, ,wt/pi/2,At., ,r',w(w>=wsl /pí/2,As,'r'),ho1d onplot (w,/pi,/2,At.ten.'k' ), grid,xfabel ('Normalized

Frecn:necv') r¡l¡l-rcl ItÀf Èanrr¡¡f ìn¡/Äct,rLa,,- _*__.,*J)')
hold off
figure ( 75 )

A1=(0:0.001:Ap);
Þlot (w(w<=wc) /pí/2,4p. 'r' ,wc/pi/2,AL, 'r ') ,ho1d on
plot(w/pi/2,Atten, 'k'),axis (10 wc/pi/2 0 1.1-*Apl ),xIabe1 ('Normalized

Frequnecy' ),ylabe1 ('Attenucat.ion(dB)' )

hold off
fiqure ( 80 )

plot (w,/pil2 , Phase) , grid, y1abe1 ( 'phase' )

xfabel ( 'Normal-ized Frequnecy,) ,
figure(90)
plot (w,/pi/2,Delay, ,k' ) , grid,
xlabeI ( 'Normalized Frequnecy') ,y1abe1 ( ,Group Delay')

end I End íf loop

I Part2
I cascaded an allpass filter to obt.ain flat group delay in passband

lAtten, Mag, Phase, De1ay, çl =p1ot-Z_domain (fz , gz, hz , w_init, w_final, Noofpt.s . Ap, As , wñ r"rc ^^rrñF Þ\.

I cascaded an allpass filter
I adjust the phase (or group delay)
[r1, , 12, ang1e2 , sca1e, peak] =¡6¡linearlsAffpassDelay (na. w_init, w_fina1 , NoOfpt.s . wc,
ws,Lztgz') ;

Ia-den, a-num, m] =ConstructAllpass (rt, 12, angJe2\ ;
Delay-Ap=¿l lpassDelay_z ( a_den, w ) ;
De 1ay_oa=De 1 ay+De 1 ay_Ap ;
figure ( 100 )

plot (w,zpil2 , Delay_oa, ,k' ) , grid
y1abe1 ('Group Delay/Sample' ),x1abe1 (,Normalized Frequency' )title('Group Delay Equalizaíton' )
¡z_s=polyMul3rodRep ( f z, a_num) ;
gz_o=polyMul3rodRep (gz, a_den) ;

count=2O; B=1;
lAtten_o, Mag_o, Phase_o, Delay_o, wl =ptot_Z_domain (fz_o , gz_o , [ ] , w_ini t. , w_f inal , NoO
fPts, Ap,As, wc, rtrs, count, B) ;
figure(30)
Plot (w(w<=wcl /pí/2, Delay_o (w<=wc),' k' ), grid,
ylabel ( 'Group Delay' ) , x1abe1 ( 'Normalized Frequency' )
figure(35)
subplot (I,2 ,1-)
plot (w(w<=wc) /pi/2,sca1e*peak-De1ay_o (w<-wc),'k' ) . grid
8tit1e('The error of group delay in passband'),
x1abe1 ( 'Normalized Frequency' ) , y1abe1 ( ,Group delay error' )
subplot (L,2 ,2)
target=sca1e*peak-De1ay (w<=wc ) ;
plot(w(w<-wc) /pí/2, t,arget,'--,,w(w<-wcl/pi/2,De1ay_Ap(w<-wc),'k'),grid
ti tl e I "Thc f ¡rcêl- cqrve vs . t.he deS j onerl cììr\¡ê' ìu¡¿v sçÞ¡Y¡res vq! vç /

xlabe1 (' Normalized Frequency, )

figure ( 40 )

subplot (l,2 , L)
zplane (fz (2 zlength( fzl ), gz(2 : lengrh (Szl ) l, grid
title('The WDLF filter zeros and poles')
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subplot (L,2,2)
zplane ( a_num ( 2 : length ( a_num) ) , a_den (2 : lengt.h (a_den ) ) ) , grid
tit.le('The allpass filter zeros and poles')
legend( 'zeros' , 'po1es, )

part 3

I To obtain overall ALp lowpass based on two allpass filt.ers
I using modified Remez algorithm
I a1p0

clear af1;
addpath (' /MATLABRLL / work/ F indZeros, )

addpath (',/MATLABRL1,/work/ SÉtecial- Mat.h Fcts/Special Math Fcts' )
addpath (' /MATLABRI-1,¡work,/wDlF' )

addpath ( ' /MATLABRIl-,/work/ If R ' )

format long
z
I ******* specificatíon *******
I
AP=0.001;
As=40;

fs=20;
F=l-00;
wc=2*pí*fc/F i
ws=2 *pi * fs / F;
delta_c=l- 1,0 ^ ( -Ap / 20 ) ;
delta_s=10^ |-As/20) ¡

N=25; I Set the order of overall filter
Nl-=(N+1-),/2; I the order of allpass subf ilterl
NO=N-NI-; Z the order of allpass subfilterO
epison=1e-3;
I estimat.e the overall lowpass filter based on 4 tlpes IIR filter [Gazsi-86]
I Filter \pe:
I Butterworth: 1
? Chebyshev: 2
I Cauer: 3

8 Inverse Chebyshev: 4
8T\pe=input('What kind f ilter t)æe will be chosed: r'ype=,);
T\pe=4;
I Est.imaton of n
if T\rpe==4

T\æel-=2;
el-se

't\mê I -,t\,ñô.

end
phi_c=tan(wc/2) ;
phi_s=tan(ws/2);
n=cazsi_Formula(Tlpei-, Ap, As, phi_c, phi_s) ;

switch T\pe
case{l} I But.terworth T\pe: 1-

lsigma, f , S, hl=Butt.erworthFct(n, Ap, As, phi_c, phi_s);
disp (' Butterworth Filter Design' )

case{2} % Chebyshev: 2
disp ('Chebyshev Filter Design' )

lsigrma, f ,s,hl =Chebyshev_f_s_h(n, Ap, As, phi_c, phi_s) ;
case{3} % Cauer \pe: 3

ì f Ri ro¡ i nrn¡¡ 1

n=Birecip_n;
end
r^r-- ! - Lì aalterFiìl-erFci. ln Àn Âq nhi ¡ nlli cì * ramrìra¡l l.rr¡LÞ¿:lrrra, r r 9 r I¡l -uqqe!¿ uL \r¡, ¡¡r

Birecip_g_from_fphsi to obtain f
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8lf ,S.hl =f_s_h_cauerDesig.n(Ap, As, phi_c, phi_s) ;
ìf triro¡inrn¡:l

lg,hl=Birecip_g_from_fphsi(n,f ); I n must be odd
if,S,hl-g_monic(f,g,h); g makes g monic and rescal-es f and h accordinqfv

end
disp('cauer Filter Design' )

case{4} Alnverse Chebyshev \¡pe: 4
disnI' Tnrzersc l'helrr¡<lror¡ Fi I Fôr nv¿vy\ rrtverÞs eÁ¡evr -,___ _esign')

Isigma, f, S, h]=InvCheb_f_S_h1(n, Ap, As, phi_c, phi_s);
end I end switch

{ * * * ** ** *** ** ** ** ** ** ** * * * * * * **
I
Wc=I/ (2*acos (1-delta_c) ) ; I weight in passband; Wc
Sinlc=1;
Ws=l-,/ (2*asin(delta_s) ) ; I weight in stopband; lVs
8Ws=5;
x=0; I count
delta_max=5; I max. delt.a

delta-s tep=de1 ta_max/m;
delta=0.5; I initial delLa
I
õ SEEDI
I se1ãct initial extremal N point.s

i.^*-^ L^È^i -- ^r rt.oetau, DetraJ-, w_arl l =Beta_DenFromMag (N, f , q, wc, ws ) ;
denO=AllpassDenFromphaseRep(betaO,w_all,N0); g obtain the den. of a11pass0
based on assumed .Aï-p
St.able0=CheckStable (den0, N0 ) ;

[w_c,w_s,Np,Ns]=SelecLfnitpt.s(N1 ,wc,ws),. g select initial N exrremâl noinfs.
wi 

YvrrruÈ 
'

wn1=ws; Z 1et N+1 point: ws
wi= [w_c,w_s] ;
Beta0=Al- lpassFreqRep_SurnRep_Z_1 ( den0 , wi, N0 ) ;
%

I Step2

if-U"tr-,dl=FindFdeltafrom2Allpass(N,wc,ws,lvc,tr{s,wi,wn1 ,del-t.a,Bet.ao,den0,Np);
lf_de1ta_neg,d_negl =FindFdelt.afrom2Allpass (N,wc,vrs,Vùc,Ws,wi,wn1 , -delta. Betao , den0 . Np ) ;
delta=delta+de1ta step ;

while sign ( f_delta) ==sit. ( f_de1ta_neg)

lf_delt.a,dl=r'indrdeltafrom2allpass(N,wc,ws,l¡lc,Ws,wi,wn1 ,de1ta.BetaO.den0,Np);
I f_de1ta_neg, d_neg] =FindFdeltaf rom2allpass (N, wc, ws ,I^tc, Ws , wi, wn1 , _

deIta, Bet.a0, den0, Np) ;
delt.a=delta+de1ta steÞ ;

end
fd= [f_delta_neg. f_delta] ;
dt-=l'¡l nan Ál.

ldeltaO , f 0, denl , St.ablel- I =f ind_del-ta_f_bisection_a (N. wc, ws, Wc, Ws, w_c, w_s, wn1 , Np,
fd,dt,BetaO,denO); B find del-ra @ f(de1ra)=0

arlJ
figure ( 10 )

plot(dt,fd,del-ta0,f0,'or' ),rirle('delta vs. f (de1ra)' ). grid
end
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IErr,wT]=Error_w_Beta(N,wc,ws,!\ic,Ws,x,w_c,w_s,wn1,de1taO,den0,Beta0); g
calculate the weight phase error of allpass subfilterl
e_max=max(Err);
c min=mìn lË'rr\ -

d=max (abs (e-max), abs (e_min) ) ;
x=x+1,'

1I iJ

figure(20)
pIoX (wT/2 /pi, err, w'T/ 2 /pi,de1ta0,' r',wT/2 /pí, -

deltaO,' r',wT / 2 /pi, d,' g,,w,I / 2 /pí, -d,' 9r' ), tirle (' Error at f (de1ta) =0, ), grid
^-J

[w, err] =SelectExtremafPts_a (N1, Err, wT, wc, ws ) ;
[w-c, w-s, Np] =PtsrnPassandstopBand (N1, w. err, wc, ws ) ;

wp= [w_c, w_s J .

Dif f =Dif fwi_wp (wi, wp ) ;
Beta0=Af fpassFreqRep_SumRep_Z_1 (denO, wp. N0 ) ;

äst.p:
z
while max(abs (Err) ) -abs (de1taO ) >1e-3

wi=ulg;
I go back Step2

delLa=deltaO;

If-de]t.a,d]=Find¡'deltafrom2Allpass(N,wc,ws,Wc,lr7s,wi,wnl-,defta,BetaO,denO,Np);
I f-delta-neg, d-neg] =FindFdeltafrom2Allpass (N, lvc, ws , !ùc, Ws, wi, wnl-, -

de1La, BetaO, den0, Np) ;
del- ta=de1 t.a+de1 ta_s tep ;

while sign ( f_delta) ==sign ( f_de1ta_neg)

lf-de1ta,dl=FindFdeltafrom2Allpass(N,wc,ws,Wc,Ws,wi,wn1,de1ta,Bet.aO,denO,Np);
I f-de1 ta-neg, d-neg ] =FindFdel taf rom2A1 lpass ( N, wc ¿ r¡rs, Wc, Ws, wi, wn1, -

¿lcll-: TìêFãn /iôñn NTn\.

del ta=de1 ta+de 1 ta_s tep ;
^-Á
EÃ_ r E ¡^1 !^ _^J, f_delta] ;!q- I r_usr La_¡rs9

^È-fÁ -^- ¡r -uL- Lu_r]sv, uJ ,

[r]eìl-:0 f0 rlcnl st-ahle1 ì=f ind dclf¡ f ì-riscci-ion alN u7. r^rq Ì^7. f^7q r^r ô r^r < r^ñ1 r\rneLsv¿v¿J

fd,dt,Beta0,deno); I find delta G f(delta)=0

AI Þ

figure(30)
nlôl- l.lf fd .¡^1L^^ €^ r^-r \ LiLlêl'dcll-e ¡¡q f l/tê] l-â\'\ ari¡llrrvL\uLrrurqerLavt Lw, vL l, vLv__

end

IErr,wT]=Error-w-Beta(N,wc,ws,Wc,Ws,x.hr_c,w_s,wn1 ,deltao,denO,Betao); I
c¡'l crrl¡l-c l.ha r^rêiõhl- n}¡e<c êrr^r af ¡lln¡cc crrì.rfilt-or-e¡¡v vvv+Y¡¿e

e_max=max(Err);
o min=minlFÌrr\.

,l-*-*/-L^/^ ñ-vì âhclo m.ìnì \.u-¡tld^lAUÞ \e_lrLq^/, qve \ç_¡rra¡r/ / t

AI lJ

figure ( 70 )

plot (wT/2 /pi, nrr,wT,/2/pi, de1ta0,'r', wr/2 /pí, -
deltaO,'r',wT/2/pi,d,'g',wT/2/pi,-d,'g'),tit1e('Error at f (de1ta)=0'),grid
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end

[w, err] =Select.ExtremalPts_a (N1, Err,wf ,wc, ws ) ;
[w-c, w-s, Np ] =PLs tnPassandst.opBand (Nl-, w, err, wc, ws ) ;

vrp= [w_c, w_s ] ;
yç=e¡_ç/pi/2;
xs=vr_s /F)i/2;
l\T1 =-l anat- Ì¡ /r^m \ .

Np=lengLh(w_c); I points in passband
Ns=Nl-Np;
Dif f =Di f fwi_wp (wi . wp )

x=x+1;
eeta0=Al-lpassFreqRep_SumRep_Z_1 (den0, wp, N0 ) ;

end
f igure ( 1-70 )

plo|(wT/2/pi, err,'k',wT/2/pi, de1tao,'k,,wT/2 /pi, -
deltaO ,'k' ,wT/2/pi,d, 'k' ,wT/2/pí, -d. 'k,),grid
x1abel ('Normalized Frequnecy' ),ylabel ('Normalized Error' )

H_nì.m=NumOfTrprodRep_Z_ALP(den1,denO); * obtain overafl lowpass filter num
H_den=DenOfTrprodRep_Z_AJ,P (denl-,denO); I obtain overall lowpass filter den
K=H_num (1) ,/H_den ( 1) ;
zeros=H_num(2: length(H_num) ) ;
poles=H_den ( 2 : length (H_den) ) ;

B=1;
ifB

f igure ( l-80 )

hs=[];
zplane (zeros, poles ) , grid
legend( 'zeros' . 'poles' )
i-if'lêI Io¡¡ar¡l'l zarnc ¡nÁ nnlac I I

Phi 0 =Al lpas s FreqRep_SunRep_Z_1- ( denO , wT , N0 ) ;
Phil-=AllpassFreqRep_SumRep_Z_1- ( den1, wT, Nl- ) ;
f igure (1-85 )

p1ot.(wT,/pi/2,phí}/pi,wT/pi/2,phii_/pi.'r',wT/pi/2,-N/2*wT/pí,'-5,),axis([0
0.05 -2 0l ),grid

t.it1e('The Phase of Affpass subfiltero(Phi0) and Allpass subfifterl(phil-)')
xlabel('Frequnecy (Hz)' )

end

w_init=0;
w_finaI=pi;
NoOfPts=1000;
lAtten, Mag, Phase, De1ay, wl =FreqResponses_z (K, zeros , po1es, w_init, w_final, NoOfPts )

i

f igure ( l-21- )

plot(w/pil2,-20*7og1-0(NIag/2) ),axis( t0 0.05 0 Apl ),grid,xlabel ('Normalized
Frequnecy' ) ,y]abe] ( 'Attenuation (dB) ' ) , title ( 'Ripple in passband' )

f igure ( 1-22 )

wt=w(w>wc & w<ws);
^ts-l 

ìnan¡¡â/^ñ 
^^ 

lanaFl¡/r.rf \ \.ðL-rrrrÞPquc \ãP, åÞ , rer¡:j Lr¡ \ w L,/ ,, i

subploL (2 , L, Ll
plot(w(w<=wc) /pi/2,.A'p, '-k' ,wt/pí/2,Â't, '-k' ,$r(r¡r>=ws) /pi/2,4s, '-k') ,

hold on
plot (w/pi/2, -20*Iog1-0 (vlag / 2) ), grid, xlabel (' Normalized
Frequnecy') .ylabe1 ('AtLenuation (dB) ')
axis( t0 0.5 0 1201 )

hold off
subplot (2 ,1, ,2)
plot, (w (w<=wcl /pi / 2, -2 0 * 1og1-0 (Mag (¡r<=çs ) / 2) | , grid, xlabef ( ' Normal ized
Frequnecy') ,ylabel ('ALtenuation (dB) ')
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figure(123)
pJ-ot(wT/pi/2, (Phí1+phí1-l /2) ,grid,xlabel('Normalized Frequnecy'),y1abe1 ('phase')
figure (124r' %axís ( [0 0.05 min(Phase) max(Phase) ] ) ,
plot (w,zpil2, Delay) , grid, xlabel- ( 'Normalized Frequnecy' ) ,y1abe1 ( ,Group
De1ay,/Sample'),axis( t0 0.05 l-2 131)

r! Þ
den3si=z_To3si_domainForPoly ( length (den1 ), denl ) ;

Igammas, gammasl. gammas2 ] =AllpassToAdaptorcoef (den_psi )

den3si0=z_To3si_domainForPol-V (length (denO ) , denO ) ;
Igammas_O, gammasl_0, gammas2_0 ] =AllpassToAdaptorCoef (den3si0 )

end

Some useful functions

f unction A=Mat.rixof DevAtten ( Kh, wh, wf , wmax_c, wmin_s, f , S, h,wc. ws )

t A=Matrixof DevAt. t.en ( Kh, wh, wf , wmax_c, wmin_s )

I input:
I Kh: const.ant. of h
I wh: roots of h
B wf: roots of f
I wmax_c: extremal points in passband
I wmin_s: extremal points in st.opband
* 1:
I s:
% h:
I wc:
I ws:
I output:
I A: the Matrix
z

Mk=O; I lowpass/highpass
wi= lwmax_c, wmin_s ] ,-

ni =l o¡a!-h /¡^ri I .

nlr=l a¡¡l- l-r l¡,rh \ .

nf=l anaÈh lwf \ .

II IJ

for u=1:ni
A-Kh(u,I)=2/K}:.¡

end

f or u=l- : ni
for v=1:nh

A-h(u,v¡=1-sin(wi(u)-wh(v) )/(1-cos(wi(u)-wh(v) ) )+sin(wi(u)+wh(v) ),2(1-
cos (wi (u) +wh (v) ) ) ) ;

end
end

for u=1:ni
for v=1:nf

A_f(u,v)=(-sin(wi(u)-wf(v) )./(1_-cos(wi(u)-wf(v)))+sin(wi(u)+wf(v) )/(l_-
cos(wi1s)+wf (v) ))); I notice

end
a¡Ä 9 anÄ fnr I nn¡

on¡l I an¡l ìf lnnn

for u=1:ni
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if wi (u) <=wc
A-M(u, l) =Q;

else
A-M(u,l)=l;

end
end

A= [A-Kh, À_h, A_f , A_M] ;

Func t ion I Emaxjb, wmax3b, Emín3b, wmin3b ] =F ind_LocalMin_Err_at ten_pB ( ac cenJ. w,
wc,n, zeros,poles,K)
8 [ Emaxl¡b, wmax3b, Emin3b, wminjb] =Find_LocalMin_Err_atten_pB ( attenj, t/ ,wc,rr, ze
ros . po1es, K)
I Update: add zeros & pofes & K
I calculate w and Err for no min. or max atten in passband.

u=1;
w_c=w(w<=wc);

Þf n=lannl-h/r,¡ ¡ì.

únin p=¡i;
Emax_¡g= [ ] '
wmin--p= [ ] ;
wmaxJ= [ ] ;

[wMIN, eMIN, WMAX, eMAX] =f,¡¡¡emalnf nterval (w_c, attenj, w_c (ptl- ) , w_c ( pt_n) ) ;if isempty ( eMIN) | isempty ( e¡4.¡\X)
disp('Local extremal Atten. in passband can not be found');
Emax Pb=[];
\¡¡maxJb= [ ] ;
Irnin3b= [ J ;
wmin3b= [ ] ;
break;

end
if isnumeric (eMIN)

f or h=l- : lengt.h (eMIN)
wminJ(u)=wMlN(h) ;
Emin3 (u) =eMIN(h) ;
u=u+1;

end
end
if isnumeric(eMAX)

for h=1:length(eMAX)
\/l¡Inaxi(v)=*yo",n, '
tnaxJ(v)=ervqxl¡¡ '
v=v+1;

end
end
z
if length (tnin3) <¡

d¡=n- lengLh ( Hnin_p ) ;
w_cmin=linspace (wcl10, wc*0. 9, dn) ;

IAt.t.en-temp, Mag_t.emp, Phase_temp, Delay_temp ] =FreqResponses_z_\À/ (K, zeros , poles , w_c
min) ;

ftnin3=sort ( [ Ernin_p, Atten_t.emp] ) ;
wmin p=s6¡t( [u¡min_p,w_cmin] );

end
if length(ftnax3)<n

dn=n-length(ernaxJ) ;
w_cmax=linspace (wc,/l-0, wc*0 . 9, d¡r) ;
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IAtten_t.emp, Mag_temp. Phase_temp, Delay_temp] =FreqResponses_z_w (K, zeros, po1es, w_c
max);

ftnax3=se¡t ( [ ErnaxJ, Atten_temp] ) ;
r,r'rnax_p=sort ( [wmaxJ, w_cmax] ) ;

end
B

if R * for odnl 2 l,v, Yvy¿, -,

if length (ftninJ) >n
for u=1: length(EminJ)

for v=u:length(Eminj)
E-temp=nnin--P (u) ;
w-temP=e¿¡nfn--P(u) ;
if E_temp>ftnin_p (v)

e1=ÞninJ (v) ;
w1=wminj(v);
EminJ (u) =e1;
wmin3 (u) =w1 ;
Hnin3 (v) =¡-tu-nn-
wmin3 (v) =w-temp;

end
end

end
for k=1:n

Emin3b(k) =Emin_p(k)
wmin3b(k) =wmin--p(k)

end
else

F'mì¡ nh=Flmin r
-..---_J;wmin3b=wmin3;

end
if length(Þnaxl¡)>n

for u=1:length(tnax3¡
f or v=u: length(Emaxl:)

E-temp=ftnax--P (u) ;
w_temp=¡¡¡¡¿x__p(u) ;
if E_temp>EmaxJ(v)

el-=Emaxj(v);
w1=vrmaxJ(v) ,
EÍnaxi (u) =e1;
wmaxJ(u)=w1 ;
EmaxJ (v) =E-temp;
wmaxi (v) =w-temP;

end
end

end
for k=1:n

EnaxSb ( k ) =Emax--¡r ( length ( Emaxj ) -k+1- )

wmax3b (k) =wmaxJ (length (tnaxl¡) -k+1)
end

el-se
Emax3b=ftnax3;
wmax3b=wmax3;

end
end I end if B loop

function Ir1_new, r2_new, ang1e2_new, scale_f, peak] =NonfinearLSAIlpassDelay ( na, w_in
it, w_f inal, Noof Pts, wc, ws, fz, gz\
I using bisection method to find min(norm) wit.h optímum scale factor.
%
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'lol_=-Le-ð;
Pts=100 ¡ % number of sample points in the passbano
w=linspace (w_ini t, w_f inaf -To1, NoOf pts ) ;
Delay=o5¡¿inDelayCurve(fz,gz,w) i % group delay of. H(z)
peak=max(De1ay); Z the peak of delay
wx=wc*1.01;
w_x=linspace (\^/_init, wx-Tol, Pts ) ; I sample points
Delay_x=obtainDelayCurve ( f z, gz, w_xl ;

u=f,
].I IJ

scafel=O.S; å initial scale factor tO.5:21
scale2=2 ;

targetl=sca1e1*peak-De1ay_x; I target curve
Þt-]-r-¡rnaf1 /1 t. g the firSt noinf of |-Ârñêt-! u¿-uq!Veçr\4/, õ Lrte !fIS_ Cll\/f.e

I r1-ini t]- , 12_inítl., angIe2_ini t1 1 =1¡1 ¡1alÄl lpass Inpolar ( wx, na, pt1 ) ;
Inorm1 , rI_L , r2-1 , angle2_1 ] =¡sn¡sastSq4Al lpass ( r1_ini t1 , r2_ini t1 , angle2_ini t1 , w_

v Fãrãôf1 \ .
Jù.99!Yvu!,,

target2 =sca1e2 *peak-Delay_x 
;

Þ11=1_ar¡af) l1 \ '

lrl_init2 ,r2_inít2,ang1e2_init2¡ =14i¡1a1Àl1passI¡rpolar(wx,na, pt.1) ;
lnorm2,rL_z,r2_2,angle2_21=¡¡e¡¡"astSq4A1Ipass(rl_iniE2,12_íni:2,angl-e2_ínit2,w_

v i¡raaÈ? \ .

Inorm_I, scale_l , norm_m, scale_m, norm_r, scale_r] =Obt.ainNormleftMidRight ( scale1, sc
a1e2, peak, Delay_x, na, w_x, wx) ;
norrn= [norml-, norm_f , norm_m, norm_r, norm2 ] ;
norm_mín=min (norm) ;
Bnorm_max=max (norm) ;
nom ¡¡a='l O -

dif f_norm=abs (norm3re-norm_min) I set initiaf dif f_norm

while diff norm>0.001- 80.0001
normJre=norm_mr-n i
while ( (norm_m==norm_min) ) 8A (norm_1<norm1) & (norm_rcnorm2) )

scaf e_f =scal-e_m;
scalel-=scaf e_l-;
È=raats1-ê^- l êl *na¡Þ-fìal:r¡ v.LatVçuf-ÞUalç¿ yuurl yelqf _^l

Ptl-=targetl (1) ;

I r1_ini t1, 12_ini t.]- , ang1e2_ini t1 ¡ =1¡1¡1a1AIlpass Inpolar ( wx, na, pt1 ) ;

lnorml-, rL_1, , 12_1, ang1e2_1- I =NonleastSq4Allpass (r1_initl-, r2_initl-, ang1e2_init1, \,r_
v t-ârdôt'l \ .

sca1e2 =scal-e_r;
F-vâ^f 1-ê^-l a? *no¡Þ-flal ¡r¡ v.Lq!Yeu¿-Þgqrea yçqJ\ yeL4A _^l

Ptl-=target2 ( 1) ;

I rl-_ini t2, 12 _íníL2, ang1e2_init2 1 =1¡i ¡1a141 lpass InPolar ( wx, na, pt1 ) ;

Inorm2,rI-2,12-2,angLe2-2 1=1¡6tt¡.astSq4A1lpass(r1_init2,r2_ínit2,angle2_init.2,w_
v l-¡raol-?ì'

Inorm_l, scale_]- , norm_m, scal-e_m, norm_r, scale_rl =ObtainNormleftMidRight. ( scaIe1, sc
^1^1 *^^1- ñ^l ^.- --aJ-ez, peaK, L,eJ_ay_x, na, w_x, wx) ;

norrn= [norm1 , norm_l, norm_m, norm_r, nonn2 ] ;
norm_min=min (norm) ;
Snorm_max=max ( norm ) ;
I d i f f _norm= norm_max - no rm_mi n
di f f_norm=abs ( norml¡re-norm_min )

end
r¡rhila lnorm l==nom minl
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scale_f=sca1e_l ;
scafe2 =scale_m;
f ãT6è12=cî: I a? *na:l¿-rìal :rr v.yv14¿! ge ¿ qJ 

_,L I

Ptl_=target2 ( 1) ;

lr1_init2,r2_irriL2,ang1e2_init21=1tr1¡ial_AllpassInpol_ar(wx,na,pt1);

lnorm2,1L_2,12_2,angle2_2 1=I\]6r.¡"astsq4Allpass(r1_init2,r2_ir.it2,ang:-e2_!nit2,w_
Y l-ârdêl-?\.

Inorm_l, scale_1, norm_m, scafe_m, norrn_r, scale_r] =Obt.ainNormleftMidRight ( sca1e1, sc
a1e2, peak, Delay_x, na, w_x, wx) ;

norm= [norm1, norm_l, norm_m¿ norm_r, norm2 ] ;
norm_min=min ( norm) ;
Snorm_max=max (norm) ;
I d i f f _norm= norm_max - norm_mi n
di f f _norm=abs ( normJre -norm_min )

end
while (norm_r==norm_min)

scafe_f =sca1e_r;
scale1=sca1e_m;
l-ârdêi-'1 =qc¡ I c1 *na:l¡-ño l ¡r¡ v.

Pt1=targetl (1) ;

I rl_init1 , r2_ini t]- , ang1e2_ini ti_ I =1¡1 ¡1alAl lpass Inpofar ( wx, na, pt1 ) ;

Inorm1 , 11-_L , r2_1 , ang1e2_1 1 =¡otr¡.as tSq4Al lpass (r1_ini t1 , r2_ini t1, ang1e2_ini t]-, w_
v f-âr-ôf 1\ .

Inorm_], scafe_], norm_m. scale_m, norm_r, scale_rl =Obt.ainNorml,eftMidRight ( scalel-, sc
a1e2, peak, Delay_x, na, w_x, wx) ;

norm= [norml, norm_1, norm_mr norm_r, norm2 ] ;
norm_min=min (norm) ;
Enorm_max=max(norm) ;
B d i f f _norm=n o rm_max- no rm_mi n
di f f _norm=abs ( norm3re -norm_min )

end
while (norm1==norm_min)

scale_f=sca1e1;
sca1e2=scalel;
!Ã__^L.___^ ìc2*na¡l¡_f)ol ¡r¡ v.Lq!v€L¿-Þgdr__ 

-ptl=t.arget2 ( 1) ;

Ir]-_init.2,r2_init2,ang1e2_init2 1=¡¡i¡lalAl1passInpolar(wx,na,pt1),

lnorm2,rI-2,12-2,angle2_2 1=¡otr¡"ast.Sq4Äl1pass(r1_init2,12_íniL2,angl-e2_init.2,w_
v t-ârñôf? \ .

scalel-=scafel*0 . 9;
!---^!r _---1 a,1 *na¡l¿_nal ¡r, v.La!VeLI-ÞUdIer yea/! uelqy_^l

Ptl=Largetl (1) ;

I r]-_ini t.l- , r2_init1 , ang1e2_ini tt ¡ =1tr1¡ialAllpass Inpolar (wx, na, pt1) ;

lnorml-, r1-_1, 12_I, ang1e2_l- I =Nonleas tSq Allpass ( r1_initl_, r2_init1, angl_e2_init1, w_
v t-âr-ôl.l \.

Inorm_l, scale_l, norm_m, scale_m, norm_r, scafe_r ] =Obtainlqorml,eftMidRight. ( sca1e1, sc
: I a2 norl¡ nal ¡r¡ - na. W_X, WX) ;

norm= [norm1, norm*l ¿ norm_m, norm_r, norm2 ] ;
norm_min=min(norm) ;
Snorm_max=max(norm) ;

I d i f f _norm=no rm_max- no rm_min
di f f _norm=abs ( norm3re -norm_min )

end
while (norm2==norm_min)

scale_f=sca1e2;
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sca1e1=scaIe2;
È^__^Lr ____.'l c1 *no¡1¡_l-lal ¡r¡ v.uarvsur-Þçd___ s_*._
Pt1=t.argetl (1) ;

lrl_init1,r2_initl-,ang1e2_init11=1¡-t1¡lalA11passInpolar(wx,na,pt1);

I norml , 13-_L , 12_1 , ang1e2_J- ] =¡e¡¡¡"as tSq4Al lpass (r1_ini t1 , 12_ini t.1_ , ang1e2_initl- . w_
v l-ârõêÈ1 \ .

sca1e2=scale2*L.I;
target2 =sca1e2 *peak-De1ay_x 

;
Pt1=target2 (1);
lr1_init2,r2_irlíL2,angle2_init21=1tr1¡1alA11passInpol-ar(wx,na.pt1);

lnorm2,1L_2,12_2,ang1-e2_2 1=¡e¡-t¡uasLSq4Allpass(r1_init2,r2_inít2,angl-e2_ínit2,w_
v f-¡rñôtsr\ ',\¿ 99!YvUg, 

'

Inorm_], scale_l , norm_m, scale_m, norm_r, scale_rl =ObtainNormleftMidRight ( scaleJ_, sc
- I ^a -^^1, ñ^1 -. - --drez, peaK, uel-ay_x, na, w_x, wx) ;

norm= [norm1, norm_]-, norm_m, norrn_r ¿ norm2 I ;
norm_min=min (norm) ;
Snorm_max=max (norm) ;
8di f f _norm=norm_max-norm_min
di f f _norm=abs ( norm3re-norm_min )

end
end
t
end I end if
I Final resufts

targe t-f =sca1 e-f *peak-De lay-x ;
Þj- 1=t-:raat- f l'l \ -

I rl-_init , r2_ínit , ang1e2_init ] =Ini t ial-Al1pass Inpolar (wx, na, pt.1 ) ;
lnorm_new, r1_new. r2_new, ang1e2_newl =NonleastSq4Allpass ( r1_init, r2_init, ang1e2_i

¡ii- ¡,¡ v t-:raot- f \.

funct.ion Inorm, r1_new, 12_new , angle2_new ] =Nonleas tSq4A1 lpass (rL , 12, ang1e2 , w, tarqe
r)
z

'1'OI=1e-ð t

n1=l anafh lr'l I .

n?=l anat-h lr? ì .

max_k=10;
maxCount=15;
mi-ncount=5;
count=0;
s=1;
norm=l;

while ( (norm>To1) | (count<minCount) ) & (count.<maxcounEt
count=count+l-;
f- áâñ ¡i=l-ôñqfrrr¡l-Àlìneqq(11 r) anala2 I.La_us]r, q_rfutlr¡¿J 

-çv¡¡uu!qeuê¿¡pqrr \!¿, !¿ | sLtyLe¿ |,

delay_a=Al1passDe1ay_z ( a_den, w) ;
I

AI B
f igure (l-0 )

plot (w/pi./2, delay_a. w/pí/2, target) , grid,
l- ii- -lêl'Tnil. i¡l êrnrrn fìal¡r¡ ñf Àlln¡<c É'iIt-ôr' ì

y1abe1 ( 'Group Delay/Sample' ) , x1abe1 ( 'Normalized Frequency' )

end
z
b= ( target-de1ay_a ) . ' ;
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norm=sqrt(sum1 1¿5"(b) ).^2) );
A=JaCobianMaLr-iy4Àl Inaq< r¡ t11 y),ang1e2,n,w) ;
s=.4,\b;
q=q

s=CleanComplexNo ( s, to1 ) ;

k=0; ? count
countl=0;
norm_r=2 *norm;
while ( (norm-r>=norm) I (sum(abs(r1_new)>1)>=1) | (sum(abs(r2_new)>1)>=1) )& (countl<100 )

countl-=countl +1 ;
if -isempty(11)

rl-_new=r1+ (2 . ^-k) *s (1 :n1) ;
else

rl_new= [ ] ;
end
if -isempty(12)

r2_new=r2+ (2. ^-k)*s ( (nl-+1) : (nl_+n2) ) ;
ang1e2_new=ang1e2+ (2 . ^-k) *s ( (n1+n2+1) : (nl_+n2+n2 ) ) ;
ang1e2_new=mod ( angle2_new, 2*píl ¡

else
r2_new= [ ] ;
angle2-new= [ ] ;

end
Ia_den, a_num, n] =ConstructAllpass ( rl_new. r2_new, angle2_new) ;
delay_a=À.1 lpassDelay_z ( a_den, w) ;
z

ifB%test.a1lpass
f igure ( 1-1,
plot(w,/pi,/2,delay_a,w/pi/2,target),grid,title('Group Delay of Allpass

Filter' )

ylabel ('croup Delay/Sample' ) .xlabeI ('Normalized Frequency' )

end
k=k+1;
b= ( r.argeL-de1ay_a ) . ' ;
norm_r=sqrt (sum( (abs (b) ) .^2) | ¡

end

rl-=r1_new;
r2=r2_new.-
--^-f ^a-^--1 ^aang J_ ez =ançJ_L e.¿_new ;

end

function A=Jacobianlfatrix4Allpass_ra (rI, 12, ang1e2, n, w)
8 A=Jacobianlvlatrix¿À'l I n:cc ra I 11 r) , ang1e2 , n, w)
t Input:
I 11: t.he radium of lst order allpass section
% 12: Lhe radium of 2nd order allpass section
I ang1e2: the angle of 2nd order allpass section
I n: t.he order of allpass filter
I w: the frequency.
I Output:
I A: ,facobian Matrix
I

if rem(n,2\==6 I even order with 2nd allpass sections, on1y.
for k=j-:length(w) I obtain l-east squares matrix (Jacobian Matrixr

for i=l-:length(12)
À(k. i) =Dif_oelayRad(12 (i),angle2 (i),w(k) ) ;
A(k, (i+length (r2l ) )=Dif_DelayAng (r2 (i), ang1e2 ( i),w(k) ) ;
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end
el-se

for k=l-:length(w) * obtain least squares matrix (,.facobian Matrix)
A(k, 1 ) =Dif-¡elayRad-1st. (rl-,w(k) ) ;
for i=l-:length(12)

A(k, i+l-)=Dif-DelavRad(r2 (i),ang1e2 (i),w(k) ) ;
A(k, (i+1+length (r2) | )=Dif_DelayAns G2 (i),ang1e2 (i),w(k) ) ;

end
end

end

f,,-^ts;^- tn1 - a1- æzl-^l-rfrìñ ã1 ã1 Ft^ñ + l^t+- Èry ^\rulrgLrvrf L\lLL t 9La | 9L J -Vp¿d!rl_!Jf_g¿_r!Vfrr_r_f1\ LL, LtL t !!l
eÈ [gLz, 92 z, g z ] =Obtain-gl -g2 -f r om-f -h 

( f z, hz, n)
I odd order

to1=1e-12;
g1go2=polyAdd3rodRep (fz,]nz) ; % qlgo2=f +h
go1g2=polySubl¡rodRep (fz,|rz], ¡ % go1,g2=f-h
xh=hz(1);

zerosArraya=gIgo2 (2 : length (gl-go2 ) ) ;
gl_zeros=zerosArrayl ( abs ( zerosArrayl ) <1 ) ;
ã1--r1.-1 -^-^^1.9L.- LL 

' :Jr_¿c!uÐl ,

zerosArray2=golg2 ( 2 : length (go1g2 ) ) ;
92_zeros=zerosArray2 (abs ( zerosArray2 ) <1 ) ;
92z=lL¡92_zerosl ;

g_zeros= [91-_zeros ; 92_zeros) ;
zerosArray3-g_zeros (abs (g_zeros) >tol) ;

9_temp= [ 1,' zerosArray3 ] ;
Kg=sqrt(abs( (1-Kh.^2) /polyval=rodRep(0,9_temp) ) ) ; I z domain
gz= lKg; g_zeros I ;
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